
Bretting, Peter

From: Peter Wenzl <peter.wenzi@divseek.org>
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2015 4:37 AM
To: Andreas Graner; David Marshall; Emily Marden; Bretting, Peter; Rajeev Varshney

(ICRISATVIN); Ruaraiclh SackvilleHamilton (IRRIJ; Sarah Ayling;Susan McCouch
Cc: Daniele Manzella; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR Consortium}; Pascale (CGIAR

Consortium)
Subject: Dix/Seek Steering Committee meeting in Bonn on Dec 8th

Dear Steering Committee members,

Afterconsultations with Susan and among JFU members,we'd like to propose to hold the next DivSeel<
Steering Committee meeting in Bonn on December 8that the premises of the Crop Trust in Bonn.

Suggested agenda items for the meeting :

- Review first report from the governance committee
- Review thewidening landscape study
o Review new membershipapplications
o Prepare for the upcoming Divseek Partners’ Assembly (Jan. 2016):

0 Draft a Program of Work
0 Draft a Resource MobilizationPlan

- Discuss a possible Bellagio conference focused on the interface betweenPGR-related science
opportunities and associated policy challenges

Please let us know Whether will be able to come to Bonn (in person) for this meeting and whether there are any
additional agenda items you would like to discuss.

Best regards,

Peter (on behalfof the JFU)

Peter Wenzl
DivSeek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz der Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126

Mobie=_
WWW. CFOQ TUS org

Securing our Food, Forever



Bretting, Peter

From: Peter Wenzl <peter.wenzl@croptrustorg>
Sent: Saturday, August 29, 2015 5:43 AM
To: Bretting, Peter
Cc: Daniele-Manzella (ITPGRFA); Ruth Bastow (GPC); Susan Mccouch; Powell, Wayne (CGIAR

Consortium)
Subject: Re: FW: Outline for a Divseek Knowledge Exchange and Capacity-BuildingWorkshop

Dear Peter,

Many thanksfor sharing this proposal! I believe it deals with a. numberof topics thatare central to DivSeek.
While reading it, I kept asking myselfwhether starting withthe "bigpicture" or with a limited task (such as a

common standard for (3138 data) would be more effective. I guess there'repros and cons in bothdirections, and
perhaps we need both, albeit for different reasons.

Best, Peter

On Tue, Aug 25, 2015 at 7:36 PM, Bretting, Peter <Peter.B1etting(?Dats.usda.gov>wrote:

Hi Peter, Daniele, and Rnth—ap0l0gies,I forgot to address a copy to you when writing to Susan.

Thanks, hope thatyou have enjoyed a pleasant and productive summer!

- Peter

PcterBrett1'ng
'

USDA/ARS Office of National Programs
I

Room 4-2212, Mailstop 5139

5601 Sunnyside Avenue
Beltsville,MD 20705-5139

Phone 1.301.504.5541
P

Fax 1.301.504.6191
P



A

MobilePhone-
: E-mail Qetenbrettingg2Dars.usda.gov

: Web site: htt ://www.ars.usda. ovlresearchl ro rams! 1'0 ramS.htm?NP CODE=30l  

i From: Bretting, Peter
Sent: Tuesday,August.18, 2015 6:54 AM

i To: ‘Susan McCouch'; 'Susan McCouch‘
Subject: Outline for a Dix/Seek Knowledge Exchange and Capacity—BuildingWo1‘kshop

_

Hi Susan—paragraph 29 of the DivSeek Steering Committee meeting report states: “To further develop
_

point (1) above, the Chairperson requested thateach Committee memberdraft a one-page outline for a

DivScek knowledge exchange and capacity buildingworkshop.”

Attached is my homework! It’s the result of discussions with Carson Andorf (Maize GDB), Steven

3 Cannon (Soyhase and Legume InformationSystem), and Chris Richards (NCGRP). They are

;' responsible for any incisive thinking,whereas Pm responsible for any errors.

§ Thanks,

Peter

Peter Bretting
' USDA/ARS Office ofNationalPrograms

Room 4-2212, Mailstop 5139

.

S601 Sunnyside Avenue

Beltsville, MD 20705-5139

Phone 1.301.504.5541

Fax 1.301.s04.61.91

MobilePhone-



E-mail [_)_eter.bretting§a)ars.usda.gov

Website: htf ://www.ars.usda. 0v/researchf 1'0 rams.’ r0 rams.htm'?NP CODE~——30l 

Peter Wenzl
-

Divseek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz der Vereinten Nationen 7'
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
Mobuezj
www.croptrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever



Bretting, Peter

From: Peter Wenzl <peter.wenzi@cr0ptrust.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2015 3:14 PM
To: Nelson, Randall — ARS
Cc: Scott Allen Jackson; Cannon, Steven; Suk-Ha Lee; Jones Jennifer, AbbertonMichael

(IITA); Cannon Steven [AGRON]; Joost Richard; Okamuro, Jack; ElllfillfiQIU, Lijuan; fifi
%; Masao Ishimoto; Akito Kaga; Bob Stupar; Ricardo Abdelnoor; Bretting, Peter;
marcelofernandes.o|lveira@embr;Francois Belzile; Matija Obreza; Luigi Guarin

Subject: Re: Follow Up: Glycine meeting Seattle, April 15-17 '

Dear Randy et al.,

In a way Genesys was designed based on a similarprinciples as you as a group have decided to proceed; in
other words: start small withwhat's feasible and gradually expand into more challenging areas.

For now, Genesys can hold genebanlc IDS, accession IDS, passport data, and basic characterisationdata.
Genesys willalmost certainly be expanded in thenear future to link to data repositories holding more complex
phenotypicdata sets (e.g., f1eld—based evaluation trials).

And in the context of Divscek, it's oniy a question of time until Genesys can cross—talk to data repositories like
Genninatc (http:/lies.hutton.ac.uk;’genninate),which can already hold gcnotyping,phenotypic and
environmentaldata.

I'm copying our Genesys experts (Matija, Luigi) here, so that they can clarify any questions you may have.

Kind regards, Peter

On Tue, May 12, 2015 at 7:58 PM, Nelson, Randall - ARS <Ranc1all.Nelson(Ez3,ars.usda.goV>wrote:

.

Scott and Peter,

Right now I a.m swamped with getting ready to plant and workingon grant proposals so I have been putting off

:- doing anythingabout these data until June.

j" I have heard of this database but I don’t know anythingabout it. Peter’s email states thatthe database is
designed for “asseinblingglobal inventoriesof genebank accessions (accession IDS, genebank IDS & passport

V data)”. Does it have the capacity for phenotypicand genotypic data also? If it does, I would thinkwe would
; want to set up some kind of structure to make sure that the data is useable. Peter, 1 would be willing to do

some preiiminary work to explore these options if you can provide me with a contactat Genesys, but I

i
probably won’t get much done until June.



 

     
       

   
               

                

      

         

        

                  
  

 

           

 

               
          

              
       

             
                  

     

 

:
Randy

From: Scott Alien Jackson Emai|to:siacl<son@uga.edul
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2015 12:34 PM
To: Peter Wenzl
Cc: Cannon, Steven; Suk-Ha Lee; Jones Jennifer; AbbertonMichael (IITA); Cannon Steven [AGRON]; Joost Richard;
Nelson, Randall - ARS; Okamuro, Jack; ElldfilifiQIU, Lijuan; $313.-.¥Z; Masao lshimoto; Akito Kaga; Bob Stupar; Ricardo

Abdelnoor; Bretting, Peter; marceiofernandes.oliveira@embr;Francois Belzile

Subject: Re: Follow Up: Glycinemeeting Seattle, April 15-17

This looks like a good approach for us.

Randy, are you familiarwiththis? Instead of you being the conduit for all the accession names/numbers,would
.

this Work?

scott

On May 12, 2015, at 11:08 AM, Peter Wenzl <9eter.wenz1@croptrust.org> wrote:

Dearall,

I‘ve talked to my colleagues here at the Crop Trust who're developing and maintaining the
Genesys portal (https://www.genesys—pgr.org/Welcome).I hear that it wouid be quite
straightforward to provide room for assemblinga global inventory of soybeanaccessions on this '

platform, if you Wish to do so.

Genesys was designed for thepurpose of assemblingglobal inventories of genebank accessions
(accession IDs, genebanlc IDS & passport data). That fact thatsoybean is not an Annex 1 crop of
the InternationalTreatydoesn't matter.



   

             

     

   

                 
                 

         

             
              

                
               

                

                   
                 

 

         
  

               
 

                 
               

               
            

             
            

 

Best regards, Peter

On Wed, May 6, 2015 at 8:40 PM, Scott Allen Jackson<sjaokson@,uga.edu>wrote:

Thanks for following up Steven,

f several issues here:

1) on the funding. I thinkyou are ‘right that initially,at least, individual but coordinated efforts
will be necessary. As a group, I thinkwe can provide letters of support stating thatthe

‘ proposed research is part of a larger international initiative.

2) On the collection of accessions (both genotype and non—genotyped). Randy Nelson had
‘volunteered’ to start theprocess of collecting all the accessions to beginglobal inventory."
Perhaps, as part of that, people could indicate which ones are genotyped and how. I suspect
thatmuch of of the collections have been genotypeci in thepast, but probably not sequence-
based (e.g. SSRS), so the informaitonmay not be of much use for what we envisage.

As an aside, we had discussed having an intern Work on the data analysis. But the more I think
about it, I thinkthis is going to be more of a postdoctoral projectmas you indicatebelow.

s<:otI:
_

On May 1, 2015, at 12:09 PM, Cannon, Steven
<Stever1.Cannon@,ARS.USDA.GOV>wrote:

Speaking for myself: I am still very enthusiasticabout the group's plans, but have been
swamped, .

'

i do, however, have a little progress to report. A student group that i have been advising
has worked out a very fast GBS variant-callingand imputation pipeline for soybean. It is

processing a lane of GBS data (384 samples multiplexed) in about two hours. This uses

something like the "flankingsequencing database" concept thatwe discussed, to help
speed the anaiysis and focus on known, well-assayabieSNP locations. This process goes
from raw reads through deconvolution of accessions through variant calling and VCF

3



              
       

               
               

               

                
                

                 
             

                  
              

               
                

                
               

                
                

   

 

 

   

   

   

 

     
        

    

 

creation and haplotype imputation. I expect theywould be wiltingto share the methods,
but after some more documentation and testing. '

V

I have also spoken with Michelle Graham and Bill Beavis here at iSU. Michelle has
resequenced about a hundred lines used in the U.S. coliection, and Bill Beavis is working
with Brian Diers on a genotyping of a set of NAM populations in the US.

A next step for my continued involvementwould be to find more skilled hands (probably a

postdoc). I'm still considering a coupie of RFPS: one at my university, and one with the
United Soybean Board. It seems to me thatothers in this groupmight also seek funds. We
could try to get funding for the group ~ but considering the many institutions and
countries invoived, it may be easier for each group to try to find a small amount of funding
— or otherwise carve out some time from existing staffing -— and then poo! our efforts.

Another relativeiysmall but important thingthatwe could do with moderate effort is for
each participant in the project to work to assemble a list of their country's accessions, and
also a list of accessions thathave been (or are being) genotyped. These lists could initiaily
be shared via email to this group - perhaps best, to a designated person who can cross-

check and integrate and summarizethelists. i hate to heap more work on Randy, but
maybe his group would be in the best position to make sense of the lDs/accessions from
the several countries.

Best,

Steven

Steven Cannon, PhD

USDA — Agriculturai Research Service

Iowa State University

S15-294~6971

alias;:"s¢o&'Aiia{j;§i;g§;;<5-actssnalaim " AAAAAAAA"

Date: Thursday, April 30, 2015 at 8:00 PM
To: Peter Wenzi < eter.we,nzlc cro trustor >

4



       
      

      
    

      
       

      
   

  
   

    
         

                   
    

        

 

          
 

  

             
            

               
     

              
            

         
           

        
      

            
           

 

Cc: Suk~I-la Lee <suE<halee@snu.ac.kr>,Jones Jennifer <"ones C smithbucklin.com>,
"AbbertonMichael (IITA)" <m.abbcrton@cgiar.org>,Steven Cannon
<scannon(cQiastate.edu>,Joost Richard <R}oost c smitl1bucl<lin.coin>,"Nelson, Randall
~ ARS" <Randall.Nelso11 ( ARS.USDA.GOV>,"Okamuro, Jack"
<Iaoi<.Okamuro ARS.USDA.GOV>,"El3fiEiZ)EIi QTU, Lijuan" <giuitiuan@caas.cn>,$

<Iiyin9hui@caas.cn>,Masao Ishimoto <isl1in1oto@afl’1'c.g0.jp>, Akito Kaga
<kaga@nias.affrc.go.ip>,Robert Stupar <stup0004@,umn.edu>,Ricardo Abdelnoor
<ricardo.abdelnoo1'@embrapa.bI’>,"Bretting, Peter"
<Peter.Bretting@,ARS.USDA.GOV>,"ma1'cel0fe1’nandes.oliveira@ernb1“'
<1narcelofernandes.oliveira@,embrapa.br>,Steven Cannon
<steven.ca11non@ars.usda.gov>,Frangzois Belzile<Francois.BeEzile fsaa.ulaval.ca>
Subject: Re: Follow Up: Glycinemeeting Seattle, April 15-17

This is great, Peter. l don't have any thingto add. Maybe others do. Piease let us know if
theyhave any feedback.

Thanks for taking the time to join us.

SCOUI

On Apr 30, 2015, at 7:15 PM, Peter Wenzl < etenwenzl cro trustor >

wrote:

Dear all,

Time's running and it‘s already two weeks since the meeting in Seattle! I
wanted to thankyou —and Scott in particuiar- for having invited me to

your meeting. I realty enjoyed it and there was a lot l ieaned from your

presentations and the enseing discussions.

if you don't mind, I wouid Eike to report back to the Divseek Steering
Committee some of the key take-away points from the meeting, such as:

0 Your plan to assemble a cross—genebanl< accession inventory
- Your approach to attempt to integrate existing data sets through

a cornmunityewide catalogue of GBS sequence tags identified
across a broad range of accessions

- The pian to genotype all existing core collections on a single
platform to create a giobal picture of thetotai dtversity avallabte,

5



which could then be used to place individual accessions into a

global context
- Your plans to explore opportunities of workingwith DivSeek in

the area of software tools, databases, and hosting large datasets.
- Your quest to at least achievedata-sharing for cases where

germpiasmsharing is difficutt.

in case there're any other important items I've missed here, which you
would like me to report back to theSteering Committee, please let me

know.

Looking forward to a continuing relationship,

All the best, Peter

Peter Wenzl

DivSeek Liaison

Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz der Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
Mobnezj

www.crogtrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever

On Mon, Apr 20, 2015 at 5:45 AM, "0]é*,?'5|-" <sukha|ee snu.ac.kr>

wrote:

Dear Scott,

Thanks for senind summary of our activity at Seattle. I enjoyed
the meetign.



Sincerelyn yours.

Suk—Ha Lee

Department of Plant Science

CollegevofAgriculture and Life Sciences
V

Seoul Nationéi University

Seoul 151-921, Korea

(Te|)82-2-880-4545 (Fax) 82-2-873-2056

~——+»-ee an en —————————

F

E';_l_|Al§ : Scott Allen Jackson <s';ackson@uga.gg;g>
gysxla : "Jones. Jennifer" <"ones smilhbuck ‘I

>, "Abberion,
Michael (|lTA)" <m.abbenon c iar.or >, "Cannon. Steven [AGRON]"
<5cann0n iastate.edu>. "Joust. Richard" <RJoost smithbucklin.com>.
"Nelson, Randall" <Randall.Ne|son ars.usda. 0 >, "Okamuro. Jack"
<Jacl<:Ol<amuro@ars.usda.gov>,Peter Wenzl

.

<geter.wenzl@croptrust.org>. SLik—Ha Lee <sui<;halee snu.ac.kr>,"liflfifififi
QIU, Lijuan" <giuli]uan@caas.cn>."$§fi" <iiyinghui@caas.cn>.Masao
lshimoto <isl1imoto@afirc.go.i,g>,Akilo Kaga <kaga@nias.affrc.go.iQ>,Bob
Stupar <stup0004@umn.edu>_.Ricardo Abdelnoor
<ricardo.abdelnoor embra a.br>, "Bretting, Peter"
<Peter.Bretting@ars.usda.gov>,"marcelofernandeaoIii.-eira@embr*'
<marc-elofernancles.oliveira@embra9a.br>.Steven Cannon
<steven.cannon ARS.USDA.GOV>,"Francois Belziie"
<Francois.Belzile@fsaa.u|aVa|.ca>
HR} : 2015.|-j 4-E 18%(E) 08:21 :44

x1|§,'— : Follow Up: Glycinemeeting Seattlej April 15-17

Folks,

First a big thanks to all that attended-
especially those that flew great distances! All
of your contribution and inputs are greatly
appreciated. I think we had a good meeting and
there are many areas of opportunity to work

together to better exploit our genebank
collections to improve soybean breeding for the
future. We identified some first steps where we

can work together, but I think we will need to
work hard to keep momentum going.

P



Please let me know if you have any comments or

want to make any modifications to the attached
report.

Sincerely, Scott Jackson

Peter Wenzl

DivSeek Liaison
'

Global Crop Diversity Trust
Piatz der Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
Mohave:j
v\nNw.croQtrust.org



Securing our Food, Forever

Peter Wenzl
Divseek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Piatz der Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
Mobne:j
www.croQtrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever



Bretting, Peter

From: Peter Wenzl <petenwenzl@croptmst.org>
Sent:

_

Tuesday, May 12, 2015 11:09 AM
To: Scott Allen Jackson

.
.

Cc: Cannon, Steven; Suk—l-la Lee; Jones Jennifer; Abberton Michael (IITAJ; Cannon Steven
‘[A(3RON]; Joost Richard; Nelson, Randall - ARS; Okamuro, Jack; EBWPE QIU, Lijuan; fifi
%; Masao Ishimoto; Akito Kaga; Bob Stupar; Ricardo Abdelnoor; Bretting, Peter;
rnarcelofernandes.oliveira@embr;Frangois Belzile

Subject: Re: Follow Up: Glycine meeting Seattle, April 15-17

Dear all,

I've talked to my colleagues here at the Crop Trust who're developing and maintaining the Genesys portal
(https://www.genesys-pgr.org/welcome). I hear that it would be quite straightforward to provide room for
assembling a global inventory of soybeanaccessions on thisplatform, ifyou wish to do so.

Genesys was designed for thepurpose of assemblingglobal inventoriesof genebank accessions (accessionIDs,
genebank1Ds& passport data). That fact that soybean is not an Annex 1 crop of the International Treatydoesrfi
matter.

Best regards, Peter

On Wed, May 6, 20l5 at 8:40 PM, Scott Allen Jackson <sjackson(rQuga.edu>wrote:
Thanks for followingup Steven,

several issues here:
1) on the funding. I thinkyou are right that initially,at least, individual but coordinated efforts will be
necessary. As a group, I thinkwe can provide letters of support stating thattheproposed research is part of a

larger international initiative.

2) On the collectionof accessions (bothgenotype and non-genotyped). Randy Nelson had ‘volunteered’ to start
3 the process of collecting all the accessions to begin global inventory. Perhaps, as part of that,people could

indicatewhich ones are genotyped and how. I suspect thatmuch of of the collections have been genotyped i11
3 the past, but probably not sequence-based (e.g. SSRS), so the informaitorlmay not be of much use for What we
i envisage.

As an aside, we had discussed having an intern work on the data analysis. But themore I about it, I think
this is going to be more of a postdoctoral projecteas you indicate below.

Scott

On May I, 2015, at 12:09 PM, Cannon, Steven <Steve11.Cannon(ci).ARS.USDA.GOV>wrote:

Speaking for myself: lam still very enthusiasticabout thegroup's plans, but have been swamped, .

I do, however, have a little progress to report. A student group that I have been advising has worked out a

very fast GBS varianbcallingand imputation pipeline for soybean. it is processing a lane of GBS data (384
samples multiplexed) in about two hours. This uses something like the "flankingsequencing database"

1

duplicate emailtrail removed



Bretting,
Peter

‘

From: ' Peter Wenzi <peter.wenz|@divseek.org>
Sent: Friday, May 08, 2015 7:21 PM
To: Bretting, Peter
Cc: Susan Mccouch; Andreas Graner (IPK); David Marshall; ElizabethArnaud (Bioversity);

Emily Marden (UBC); Rajeev Varsl1ney(ICRISAT8: GCP); Ruaraidh SackvilleHamilton
(IRRD; Sarah Ayling (TGAC); Daniele Manzella; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR CO)

Subject:
A

Re: Introduction to DivSeek document
Attachments: Divseek - an introductiondocx

Dear all,

Please find attached the Word version of the same document for easier editing.

All the best, Peter

Peter Wenzi
DivSeek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz der Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
Mobile:
www.crogtrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever

On Fri,May 8, 20iS at 9:00 PM, Bretting, Peter <Pete1‘.B1'etting@ars.usda.gov>wrote:

Hi Susan»-thedocument review process you’ve outlined is fine withme. It’s important to impose
“version control.”

Could you or theJFU provide the text of the “DivSeek—AnIntroduction” as a Word document (.doc or
- .docx format)? TrackChanges and Comments in Word greatly facilitateaddition comments or

proposing edits. The Adobe.pdf format can be probiematicfor that.

3' Thanks!



Peter

.

Peter Bretting

USDA/ARS Office of National Programs

Room 4-2212, Mailstop 5139 x

5601 Sunnyside Avenue

’ Be|tsvil|e,'MD207056139

2

Phone 1.301.504.5541

Fax 1.301.504.6191

; MobilePhone-
E-mailgcteizbretting@ars.us(l21.gov

It Web site: htt ://www.ars.usda. ovlresearchf ro rams! ro ams.htm?NP CODE=301   

Fr°m= 0" Behalf 0* Susan Mccouch
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2015 11:58 AM
To: Andreas Graner (IPK); David Marshall; ElizabethArnaud (Bioversity); Emlfy Marden (UBC}; Bretting, Peter; Rajeev

-E Varshney (ICRISAT 84 GCP); Rua raldh SackvllleHamilton (|RRI}; Sarah Avling(TGAC); Susan Mccouch
~f Cc: Peter Wenzi; Daniele Manzella; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR C0); Susan Mccouch
3 Subject: Introduction to Divseek document

Dear DivSeek Steering Committee members,

Several of you have asked about the status of the ‘Introduction to DivSeek' document discussed during our

: phone meeting on 28 April, and whether you are free to share it withinterested parties.

At this time, thatdocument should be considered 3 draft. We are interested in your comments and feedbackso

_

we can make changes accordingly.Until the document is finalized,we ask thatyou please do go_t circulate it.

' We look forward to hearing from you about any changes you feel would improve it. The most helpful way to
i do this would be tp send the document around to SC and JFU members (cc’d above), withtracked changes, or
" tracked comments indicatingspecific edits, additions or requests for further clarification.Once We receive your
' comments, I will work with the JFU to integrate them and we will then bring the document back around for

.

discussion during the in—person S_C meeting on May 28 in Rome.

Once the document is finalized,our plan is to make it public over the Dix/Seekwebsite.

2



i In general, when DivSeek documents are first brought up for discussion in the SC, please treat them as drafts.
3 Once these documents have been vetted through the SC and JFU, and your input has beenintegrated, my

.

recomrnendationwould be to make thempublic via the DivSeelc website.

Using the DivSeel< website to release DiVSeek documents to thepublic will ensure thatwe have only one

version of a document circulating, and that furthercomments and discussion surrouncling thatdocument can be
dealt with through informationchannels established based on the governance structure and principles of

3 DivSeek.

E Please tet me know if you agree with thisrecommendation. We are currently working to update and
- restructure the DivSeel< website to improve navigabilityand make it easier for users to find information.

The SC will have a chance to reviewthe updated web-site at our May 28 meeting in Rome, and your input will
be essential as we endeavor to share informationwith our stakeholders and other interested parties.

t
Best regards,

5 Susan

:_ Susan Mccouch
5 Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics

Cornell University
162 Emerson Hall '

f Ithaca,NY 14853-1901
2 Phone: +1 607-255-0420
; Fax: +1 607-255-6683

Email: srn14@cornell.eduor 1nceouch@cornell.edu
Alternate Emaik—



Divfieek -— An Introduction
By theJoint FacilitationUnit’

What is DivSeek?
Over the coming decades, humanity is faced with the challenge of producing sufficient and
sufficiently nutritious food for a growing human population in a climate—chailengedworld. Crop
diversity provides the biological foundation for crop improvement and represents a key
resource for addressing food security in an environmentally sustainable manner. Coincidently,
game-changing technologies such as DNA-sequencing, remote sensing, precision phenotyping,
and ’big-data’ analyticsare enabling a paradigm shift in the way natural genetic variation can be
investigated and used to develop high-yielding, nutritious, climate—ready crops.

Diversity Seek {DivSeek) is a global initiative motivated by this paradigm shift. The Divseek
initiative builds on other initiatives that originated independently, such as [aj the 3,000 Rice
Genomes project at IRRLZ and-the Seeds of Discovery3 project at CWIMYT; [b] the "Digital
Seedbank” concept envisioned by the Global Plant Council (G PC)‘; and [c] the Asilornarmeeting
with community members, supported by a technical study‘, both organized by the Globai Crop
Diversity Trust {Trust; Figure 1).‘
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Figure 1: Divseek timeline.

1 Peter Wenzi, Daniele Manzella, Ruth Bastow, Wayne Powell
2 The 3,000 Rice Genomes Project [httpId[wwwgigascienceiournal.com[content£pdf[2047»217X-3-7.pdf]
3 Seeds of Discovery project website ihttgrgzsee dsofdiscovemorg]
4 The Global Plant Council: increasing the impactof plant research to meet global challenges

Ihttp:[Zwww.epsoweb.org[fl|e[1093}
5 Technicalappraisal of strategic approaches to large-scale germplasm evaluation [http:[gagro.biodiver.se[wp-

contentfiugloadsgzolzjflzflechnica|—a9graisai—NGS-for-genebanks-please—comment,pdf
5 Agriculturezfeedingthe future

htt s: www.dro box.com s fekmdmhclb l<ss6l Communit 9620 o5|tion%20 a er. df?dl=0]



                
              

              
                  

   

               
               

              
             

       

               
               

                
         

                
            

             
      

 

           
               

          
                
    

               
              

            
     

 

                   
               

                
   

              
               

                

           

                
          

During 2013, the Crop Trust and the GPC coordinated theirefforts to convene the Piant Genetic
Resources (PG R) research community around the idea of using ‘big data’ approaches to harness
PGR to address global food security issues. This process culminated in a jointly organized
meeting in San Diego in Jan 2014, which gave rise to a global initiative, referred to as "Diversity
Seek”, or ’DivSee|<’.

A

In the course of 2014, the Secretariat of the international Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources
(Treaty),who were preparing for a consultation on a Global information System for PGR for
Food and Agriculture (PGRFA) and had commissioned a second technical study on PGR and
genomics’, and the CGIAR Consortium Office (CGlAR CO), representing the iargest network of
internationalgenebanks, both joined the DivSeei< initiative.

As an outcome of this process, the Divseek joint Faciiitation Unit (JFU) comprising one member
per each of the four participating organizations was formed. During 2014 the JFU and others
began to build the foundations of the Divseek Initiative with the publication of a White Paper
(htt9:[[www.divsee|<.org[white-paper)and the development of a nascent governance structure.
in January 2015 the first Divseek Partner's Assembiywas held, a Charter for the initiative was

adopted, and the Assembly Chair elected. The Divseek Steering Committee members were

elected in March from amongst the representatives of the Divseek memberorganizations that
have adopted the Charter (Figure 1).

tturpose
Divseek brings together genebanks, breeders, crop scientists, and database and computationai
experts to enhance the use of genetic diversity for crop improvement. The rationale behind the
initiative has been outlined previously in a White Paper lhttpzlzwww.divseel<.org[white—pager).
The Divseek Charter, adopted by a iarge numberor organizations from around the world at the
first DivSeel< Assemblystates:8

’’The mission of Divseek is to cross—link, support and add value to individualactivities that
harness thepower of crop diversityforfood and nutritionalsecurity and societal and
economic benefits,by enablingbreeders and researchers to mobilizegenetic variation in
order to accelerate crop improvement.”

Principies
”If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go for, go together”. This African proverb
describes one of the central tenets of DivSeek. Another core element of DivSeek is diversity
itself, as a driver not only for genetic progress in‘ crop improvement but also to enable
innovation in science.

In the preparatory meetings ieading up to the 2015 Partners’ Assembiy, Divseek has been
compared to a comb that links lil<e—minded partners to create synergies among, and add vaiue
to individual projects, harnessing genetic resources in a variety of crops. The teeth of the comb

7 Plant genetic resources and genomics: mainstreaming agricultural research through genomics
Ehtt 2 www. ianttreat .or sites default fiies ITPGRFA BSOO5e. df]

8 DivSeek Charter lhttps:g/www.droQbox.com/s[ai9gcsa89pvyveh[DivSeei<%20Charter.pdf?dl=0]
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represent individual projects characterizinggenetic resources of different crops. The back of the
comb represents Divseek acting as cross-crop platform thatconnects individual projects in areas

of shared interests and common challenges and enables them to leverage each others strengths
to move forward in a synchronous and coordinated way (Figure 2, left haif).
An alternative image to visualize the ’DivSeei< approach’ would be that of a multi-colored
umbrella, which unfolds its diversity of colors (individuai crop—specific projects) through the
synchronous movement of its frame pieces (common DivSeel< activities) that support and
expand its colorful canopy (Figure 2, right half). 

Figure 2: Divseek in two images.

Other key eiements of the Divseek initiative, discussed on several occasions during past
meetings and outlined in the Divseek Charter, include:

A community-drivenspirit based on voluntary cooperation: The Divseek community
has come together as a result of research-community members interested in plant
genetic resources (PGR) seeking to synchronize and mutualiy leverage their research
agendas.
The science-driven agenda on which Divseek is based: Di\/Seek aims to accelerate
innovation in the way genetic resources are utilized by linking a growing body of
genotypic, phenotypicand eco~geographic characterizationdata to physical germpiasm
accessions and associated passport data.

A

A modular approach to information management: DivSeek advocates the use of data
standards to enable information integration and interoperabilityamong data sets and
repositories. This includes the use of unique germplasm identifiers to link Divseek data
to a giobal informationsystem for plant genetic resources.

_

A common ‘rights management’ frameworkfor sharing PGR~associated data: Divseek
will work on a broadlyacceptabieframeworkthatstimulates appropriate sharing and
use of PGR characterization/evaluationdata in an open-data framework.
The importance of capacity-buildingefforts: Di\/Seek aims to offer cross-crop learning
and capacity-developmentopportunities to provide broad access to enabiingtools and
piatforrns for the analysis of genetic resources.

intended impacts
Based on the Divseek Mission statement, demand-driven agricultural research, and crop

' improvement in particular, are the principal targets and beneficiariesof Divseek. Divseek will

_..3_



              
        

           
            
 

          
            

            
  

    

   

              
              

               
           

               
        

            
               

                
         

         
            

             
          

               
               

           
              

                

             
            

         
           

         

           

  
  

   

advocate for a broadening of the genetic base available to breeding programs, thus diversifying
theiroptions for responding to the chaiienges ahead.

Divseek will also feed into fundamental discovery—driven plant research, thus stimulating
discoveries that will create spillover effects into crop improvement and sustainable crop
production.
importantly, DivSeei< wiil enable gene-banks to fundamentally transform themselves into
research centers that proactively investigate the genetic potential of their hoidings. This
transformation is expected to amplify impacts in both the demand and discovery—driven
research domains.

Summary of 2015 events

Dii:5eei< Assembiy(January)
The first Divseek Partners’ Assembly in January discussed and adopted a Charter for Divseek
and appointed Susan lvtccouch as the Assembly’s Chairperson.” To this date, the Charter has
been endorsed by 57 of the 69 organizations that originally voiced their interest in joining
DivSeek.1° Tweiveorganizationsbased in Australia, Colombia, Cote d’ivoire, France, Indonesia,
Italy, Kenya, New Caledonia, Thailand and the UK, who previously had expressed their interest in
joining Divseek, have not (yet) endorsed the Charter.

Several ongoing efforts to systematicallymine genetic resources were presented, including the"
Seeds of Discovery project on maize and wheat genetic resources at CIMMYT, the 3,000 Rice
Genomes Project at iRRi, the BRiDGE project on barley at iPi< and the 3,000 Chickpea Genomes

project and related efforts on othercrops at iCRiSAT.

A second series of presentations covered informatiornmanagement—related topics. These
included the Pianteome ontology platform lead by Oregon State University, the Gerrninate
repository for genetic, phenotypic and environmental data at the James Hutton institute, the
high—performance cyber—infrastructure at iPiant, the GOBII initiative on deploying high—density
markerdata in crop improvement led by Cornell University, and the ELIXIR genomics platform at
EIVEBL-EBI. it would appear that each of these platforms has unique features that could cover

certain aspects of informatiommanagementrequirements of Divseek participants working on a

variety of crops. The challenge may be to achieve interoperabiiity among these platforms, so

thattheycan be combinedand act as ‘buildingblocks’ in support of individual Divseek projects.
Researchers from Arizona State University (ASU) presented a project proposal that seeks to

explore governance options for Divseek by documenting lessons iearned by other research
initiatives dealing with genetics and genetic resources. Presentations outlining national-
genebanks’, the CGiAR’s, and funder organizations’ perspectives on Divseek compiemented the
overali picture and outlined priorities and areas of opportunity.

9 Report on the governance session of the 2015 Divseek Assembly
htt s: www.dro box.com 5 i<32130i3 Stx067 DivSeek%20Assernb| %20re ort%20—
%20governance%20session.gdf?d|=O

1°0ivSeekCharter[htt s: www.dro box.com s a'9 csa89 v veh DivSeek%20Charter. df?cil=0}
.
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The feedback received to a survey distributed during the Assembly validated the overarching
importance of information management for the majority of respondents. Fifty percent of all
answers were related to data standards, data repositories, data-analysis tools, or assistance with
data management. Topics related to community building & networking (19%) and research
strategies (15%) were also mentioned frequently. The remaining 16% of answers had to do with
PGR rights management, funding for individual projects, datasets for individual crops and

capacity buiiding.”

Expert Consultation on the Global informationSystem (C0615;January)
in the context of the ongoing COGIS process coordinated by the international Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture, a meeting was held during which a vision paper on

a Global information System for PGRFA was presented” and the use of Permanent Unique
identifiers (PUID) for trackinggermpiasm was discussed.“ A task force subsequently concluded
that Digital Object Identifiers (DO!) were the preferable system to track PGRFA and their basic
passport data.“ interestingiy and importantly, the same DOI system has already been
implemented by the Giobai Biodiversity information Faciiity to track biodiversity datasets. Also,
the 3,000 Rice Genomes Project already uses DOI to identify primary data sets?

Strerzgtheningof theieint FacilitationUnit (January)
As of January 2015, the JFU had relied on the part—time engagement of four staff from the four
organizations participating in the JFU to implement Dis/Seek (Hannes Dempewolf, Daniele
Manzella, Ruth Bastow, Wayne Powell). in anticipation of an accelerating DivSeei< agenda during
2015, the Crop Trust hired Peter Wenzl, who previously led the Seeds of Discovery project at

ClIViiVlYT,considered to be one of the 'biueprint projects’.for Divseek to replace Hannes as the
Crop Trust representative on the JFU. Peter is now working close—to full-time on DivSeei<
matters. The Secretariat of the International Treaty also strengthened its contribution to JFU
discussions with contributions from Francisco Lopez on matters related to the Global
Information System on PGRFA. Other staff from the four organizations may be called on to

_

contribute to DivSeel< activities on a case-by-case basis, particularly on matters such as

communicationand fund raising.

11Report on the technical session of the 2015 DivSeek Assembly
htt s: www.dro box.com s 8eebwobfuiv6w6' DivSeek%20Assemb| %20re ort%20—
%20teCi'1nica|%20session.Qdf?dl=0

,

“The Vision Paper for the Global Information System on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
{htt : www. ianttreat .or sites default files co §s1wS. df]

“First meeting of the expert consultation on the globe! informationsystem on piant genetic resources forfood and

agriculture [httg:[(www.planttreaty.org[sitesflcfefault[fi|es[COGlS1re.gdi]
14 Summary report of the task force on permanent global and unique identifiers for PGRFA in the context of the

Global informationSystem of Article 17

{htt s: www.dro box.com s 7 roz110 r nxi PUID%20task%20force%20recommendations%20.cif?d|=0]
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Election of theSteering Committee (March)
Following the Assembly, eight Steering Committee members were elected through electronic

voting out of a pool of 16 candidates nominated from and by the Divseek Member

Organizations. Members of the Steering Committee cover a broad spectrum of skills, ranging
from genetic—resources & genebank management, genomics, bioinformatics, ontologies and

governance. Four of the nine Steering Committee members (including the Chair of the

Assembly) are women. It was noted that representatives from deveioping countries and plant
breeding professionals are underrepresented at this time.

Genebanlcs Options ifiaper (ii/larch-April)
Staff of the CGEAR Consortium Office and the Crop Trust, and genebank managers from CGEAR
centers jointly drafted a document that outlines options for funding genebanl< operations
beyond the conclusion of the current Genebanl<s CRP. in addition to discussing funding options
for basic genebank operations, the paper contains a chapter that highlights opportunities for
mining genebanks using ’big data’—driven approaches. Chapters refers to DivSeei< and highiights
the CGIAR centers’ genebanks’ prominent role in the initiative.“

New Projects in the 'DivSeel< Bomaiii’ (lViarch»Aprii)
It has been encouraging and exiting to see that new work on a variety’ of Divseek-related
objectives has already started with support from different organizations and research
communities. This may be a sign that the time is ripe for DivSeel< to gain traction. Examples of
new activitiesand projects include:

0 A research project at Arizona State University (ASU) to explore governance options for
Divseek based on iessons learned in similar initiatives, to be co-funded by the

lnternationaiTreatyand the Crop Trust. We expect thatthis project will outline
empiricallyvalidated criteria associated with success of community-driven initiatives in

genetics and genetic resources.

0 A Benefit Sharing Fund~sponsored project to build and test a piatform for allocating
PUID in rice, led by the Indonesian Agency of Agriculture Research and Development
(EAARD). The PUID and the application—programming interface (API) to be developed are

designed to enable linkages between rice Divseek data and the multilateralsystem of
the internationalTreaty.

0 The Crop Wild Relatives Project is developing software and data visualization tools and
popuiating the Germinate data repository, developed by theJames Hutton Institute
(JHI), with new genotypic and phenotypicdata related to the use of wild reiatives of
sunflowerand rice improvement.The same piatform has already been implemented by
Cilviil/lYT’sSeeds of Discovery project to disseminate maize and wheat data, and
previously has also been used for bariey and potato data.

15 CGiAR genebanks options paper for FC13

[htt s: www.dro box.com s 57 sel 2b53z7b1 Genebanks%20o tions%2O a er. df?di=0]
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0 Scott Jackson from the University of Georgia recently convened a global group of
researchers interested in soybeangenetic resources to elaborate a strategy for
soybeansas part of DivSeel<.

0 Discussions with Roberto Papa from Universita_Po|itecnica delie Marche are being
initiated to link a recently funded ERA CAP project on common beans with DivSeel<. The
project includes the genotyping of 10,000 globallysourced accessions. ‘

How will Divseek be Governed and Managed?
The guidelines for a community—driven Divseek governance frameworkhave been spelled outin
the Divseek Charter adopted at the Assembly in January 2015. The frameworkis composed of
threegoverning bodies”

0 The Partners’ Assembly (PA for short) is the ultimate decision body and as such
determines the strategy of Divseek,

0 The Steering Committee (SC for short) guides the implementationof the Divseek
strategy, and

0 The Joint FacilitationUnit (JFU for short) serves both the PA and the SC. A draft
operational plan wili be submitted to the SC and the PA to describe the day—to-day
functions of the JEU.

Setting a strategic direction for DivSeel< and guiding its implenientation (PA, SC)
The annual PA in its role as a 'DivSeek parliament’ determines the strategic direction of DivSeek.
It considers and approves work plans, budgets, resource-mobiiizationplans and annual reports.

V

It also elects an AssemblyChairperson and the membersof the SC.

The SC comprises eight members and the Chair of the PA. it meets at ieast twice a year to

oversee and guide the implementation of the Divseek strategy. It advises the PA about the
strategic direction of Divseek activities and provides input and further develops draft work
plans, budgets, resource—mobilization plans and annual reports prepared by the JFU, and
endorses final versions of these documents. it also collects and reports to the PA information
about interactions among partners, and works with the JFU to prepare DivSeel< updates for the
constituencies and governing bodies of the four organizations contributing to theJFU.

lrnpternenting DivSeel< on a ?day-touday basis (JFU)
The JFU operationalizeswork plans and facilitatestheir implementation on a day—to-day basis. It

develops drafts work plans, draft budgets, resource—mobilizationplans and annual reports for
consideration by the SC and the PA. it supports the definition of operational guidelines for
implementing DivSeel<; mobilizes resources for DivSeei< work plans; and administers the JFU
budget. It also organizes PA and SC meetings; deals with DivSeek membership requests and
recruitment; promotes linkages to other initiatives of relevance for Divseek; and assists the SC in
collecting informationabout interactionsamong partners.

15DivSeel< Charter [htt s: www.dro box.com s a‘9 csa89 v vet: DivSeek%20Charter. di] ’

_7..



Four organizations with global reach and complementary constituencies contribute one

representative each to the JFU to jointly implement DivSeek: the Global Crop Diversity Trust

(Crop Trust), the Global Plant Council (GPC), theSecretariat of the internationalTreatyon Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (International Treaty), and the CGlAR Consortium
Office (CGiAR—CO) {Figure 6). '

Each of these four organizations contributes a wide range of expertise and technical knowledge
to the Divseek JFU, and exam pies of some of these are provided in thediagram below.
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Figure 3: A non—exhaustiveset of examples of how the Crop Trust, GPC, International
Treatyand CG|AR~CO contribute to theJoint FacilitationUnit

Towards a DivSeek Program of Work
One of the first tasks of the Steering Committee will be the development of a program of work.
To assist the SC, the JFU provide appropriate materials for elaborating a Program of Work, for
example the JFU wili prepare a ‘menu’ of suggested areas of DivSeel< activities. Initially this will
be based on the priorities identified by partners during the 2015 Assembly (outlined below), the
priorities will compared to the goals of existing projects of relevance for Divseek,‘ which will be
identified in a preliminary landscaping study (brieflyoutlined below) in advance of the Steering
Committee meeting in May. This approach should allow us to suggest a portfolio of pilot
projects thatcould provide ‘building blocks’ for Divseek.

A second component of an initial Program of Work will deal with Divseek management and
other ’house|<eeping' issues. This component builds upon the Divseek governance framework. It
will likely include activitiessuch as:

0 Convening Partner Assembly and Steering Committee meetings
0 A communicationstrategy
o Building linkages withother relevant initiatives
I Refining operational guidelines for Divseeic governance bodies, for example, based on

insights provided by the ASU research project



     

                
            

    
   

   
        
         
        

   
         

  
       

    
          

     
        
       
             

      
         

     
       
   
   
         

     
   

            
          

 
           

    
        

   
        
           

  

          

 

iirriority Areas identified by Partners

The survey conducted as part of the 2015 Partners’ Assembly”, as well as recent insights from
discussions about implementing DivSeel< in selected crop communities, point to the following
priority areas of work:

9 Information management
0 Data standards

- Permanent Unique identifiers (PUID) for germplasm and datasets
- (lVleta)data standards for high-density molecular data (Gbs, SNP arrays)
- (Meta)data standards for various types of phenotypicdata

0 Software platforms
- Data repositories and tools for distributing, processing and visualizing

validated datasets
- High~performancecomputation platforms and repositories for storing

V

and processing primary data
- Data bases and tools for gatheringand managing primary data

0 Community building& networking
0 inventory of research approaches and lessons iearned
0 Community~bui|ding:social networkof PGR researchers
0 Divseek as a neutral platform to broker germplasm and data exchange among

organizationsworkingon a particuiar crop
0 ioint advocacyefforts: public awareness and fundraising

0 Research approaches & platforms
0 Accession-sampling strategies (inbred, outcrossing crops, etc.)
0 Genotyping platforms
0 Phenotyping methods
0 Targeting and quantifying intended impacts (crop improvement programs,

upstream research, genebankoperations, etc.)
o Rights management

0 Measures to incentivize sharing of germpiasm for Divseek research for PGR
reguiated under the internationalTreatyand the Convention on Biological
Diversity

0 A commonlyaccepted open—data rights frameworkfor sharing Divseek data
within and across projects ’

0 The role of pub!ic—private partnerships in Divseek
0 Capacity building

A

0 Training in data management,curation and anaiysis
o identificationof otherpriority areas and targeted audiencesfor capacity

buildingefforts

17Report on the technical session of the 2015 Divseek Assembly
httgs:[[www.dtogbox.com[s/Seebwobfuiv6w6j/DivSeek%20Assemb|y%20report%2—
%20technical%20session.pdf?dl=0
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l_arids<:ape of Ongoing Projects
The JFU will conduct a preliminary landscaping study before the SC meeting in May. This study
will take into account and expand upon previous efforts to identify ’DivSeek’-like projects across

a variety of crops. We will attempt to identify a ’core collection‘ of ongoing projects by
maximizing the ’diversity’ according to three sets of criteria that can be used to describe
individual projects:

0 The importance of a particular crop for agriculture
0

_

Factorsthatshape research approaches
0 The regulatory fram'eworl<(s) applicable to a crop and its wild relatives

Each of these three categories contains subcategories designed to broadly capture features of
relevance to categorize different crops for the purposes of Divseek (Figure 4).
The second area the landscape study will focus on the information—managementdomain. Data
standards, data repositories and high-performance computational environments for data
processing may be the three principal areas to investigate. 

Figure 4: Possible set of criteriafor choosing a subset of DivSeel<—like projects across a variety of crops.



Bretting, Peter

From:
i

E.warde-
_

Sent: Tuesday, May 05,2015 6:59 PM
To: Susan Mccouch
Cc: Andreas Graner (IPK); David Marshall; ElizabethArnaud {Bioversityh Bretting, Peter;

Rajeev Varshney (ICRISAT 81 GCP); Ruaraidh SackvilleHamilton (IRRIJ; Sarah Ayling
(TGAC); Peter Wenzl; Daniefe Manzella; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR CO); Susan
McCouch

.

Subject: Re: Introduction to Divseek document
Attachments: Dix/Seek - an introduction — EM comme-nts.pdf

Hi Susan,

I had a numberof comments on the document. I believeI only had the PDF version and so have incorporated
them in comment bubbles. There are other issues that are not addressed in the document — such as what is a

Program of Work, and how does DivSeel{ interactwith it‘? Is it simply a voluntary affiliation,like the DivSeek
‘types of proj ects mentioned in the report‘? Or is theresome kind of ‘approval’ and association (and potentially
funding)? If a project is a DivSeek project, must they agree to principles of sharing? I admit this is a difficult
question as those principles are not yet articulated. For the moment, it may be helpful to include somethingas a

placeholderas I believeothers will have the same questions about how DivSeek works.

In-addition, I raised a question about COGIS and the relationship to DivSeol<.. I thinkit is important to state
whetherthere is a relationship or whether it is just a related but independent effort.

Othercomments should be self-explanatory.

Bestiregards,

Emily

On May 4, 2015, at 8:58 AM, Susan McCouch <srm4(@cornell.edu>wrote:

Dear Dix/Seek Steering Committee members,

Several of you have asked about the status of the ‘introduction to DivSeel<' document discussed
during our phone meeting on 28 April,and whetheryou are free to share it withinterested
parties.

At this time, thatdocument should be considered a draft. We are interested in your comments
and feedbackso we can make changes accordingly. Until the document is finalized,we ask that
you please do @ circulate it.

We look forward to hearing from you about any changes you feel would improve it. The most

1
duplicate emailtrail removed



Divseek -- An Introduction
By theJoint FacilitationUnit‘

What is Divseek?
Over the coming decades, humanity is faced with the challenge of producing sufficient and

sufficiently nutritious food for a growing human population in a climate~cha||engedworld. Crop
diversity provides the biological foundation for crop improvement and represents a key
resource for addressing food security in an environmentally sustainable manner. Coincidently,
game-changing technologies such as DNA-sequencing, remote sensing, precision phenotyplng,
and 'big~data’ analytics are enabling a paradigm shift in theway natural genetic variation can be

'

investigated and used to develop high-yielding,nutritious, climate-readycrops.

Diversity Seek (DlvSeek) is a global initiative motivated by this paradigm shift. The Divseek
initiative builds on other initiattves that originated independently, such as [a] the 3,000 Rice
Genomes project at IRRI} and the Seeds of Discovery’ project at CIMMYT; [b] the "Digital
Seedbank” concept envisioned by the Global Plant Council (GPC)*; and [c] the Asiiomar meeting
with community members, supported by a technical study‘, both organized by the Global Crop
Diversity Trust (Trust; Figure 1}!

Study on PGR 8: eri-arnics
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Figure 1: Divseek timeline.

‘ Peter Wenzi, Daniele Manzella, Ruth Bastow, Wayne Powell
1 The 3,000 Rice Genomes Project lhtt : w. I ascience'ournai.com content clf 2047-217X~3~7. df
3 Seeds of Discovery project website [http:[[see:isofcliscovery.org]
‘ The Global Plant Council: increasingthe impactof plant research to meet global challenges

ihttg:[[www.epsoweb.org[file[1093l
5 Technical appraisal of strategic approaches tolarge—scaie germplasm evaluation [htt : a ro.biodiver.se w -

content/uploads/2012/12/Technical~appraisai-NGS-forgenebankspiease-commentipdf}
" Agriculture: feeding the future

ihttgs:[[www.droQbo)<.com[s[fei<mdmhdb[kss6E/Community%20position%20paper.gdf?di=0}



                
              

              
                  

   

               
               

              
             

       

               
               

                
         

                
            

             
      

 

           
               

          
                
    

               
              

            
     

 

                   
               

                
   

              
               

                

           
                      

       

During 2013, the Crop Trust and the GPC coordinated their efforts to convene the Plant Genetic
Resources (PGR) research community around the idea of using ‘big data’ approaches to harness
PGR to address global food security issues. This process culminated in a jointly organized
meeting in San Diego in Jan 2014, which gave rise to a giobal initiative, referred to as "Diversity
Seek”, or ‘Divseek’.

,.

In the course of 2014, the Secretariat of the international Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources

(Treaty),who were preparing for a consultation on a Global information System for PGR for
Food and Agriculture (PGRFA) and had commissioned a second technical study on PGR and
genomics7, and the CGlAR Consortium Office (CGIAR CO), representing the largest network of
internationalgenebanks, both joined the Divseek initiative.

As an outcome of this process, the DivSeek Joint FacilitationUnit (.iFU} comprising one member
per each of the four participating organizations was formed. During 2014 the JFU and others
began to build the foundations of the DlvSeel< initiative with the publication of a White Paper
(httQ:[[www.divseelcorglwhite-paper)and the development of a nascent governance structure.
In January 2015 the first DlvSeek Partner's Assembly was held, a Charter for the initiative was

adopted, and the Assembly Chair elected. The Divseek Steering Committee members were *

elected in March from amongst the representatives of the Divseek member organizations that
have adopted the Charter (Figure 1). ‘

Purpose
DivSeek brings together genebanks, breeders, crop scientists, and database and computational
experts to enhance the use of genetic diversity for crop improvement. The rationale behind the
initiative has been outlined previously in a White Paper (htt : www.divseek.or White a er).
The Divseek Charter, adopted by a large numberor organizations from around the world at the
first Divseek Assemblystates?

"The mission of Divseek is to cross-link,support and add value to individualactivities that
harness thepower of crop diversityforfood and nutritionalsecurity and societal and
economic benefits, by enabling breeders and researchers to mobilizegenetic variation in

order to acceleratecrop improvement,”

Principles
"if you want to go fast, go alone. if you want to go for, go together”. This African proverb
describes one of the central tenets of Divseek. Another core element of Divseek is diversity
itself, as a driver not only for genetic progress in crop improvement but also to enable
innovation in science.

In the preparatory meetings leading up to the 2015 Partners’ Assembly, DivSeel< has been

compared to a comb that links like~minded partners to create synergies among, and add value
to individual projects, harnessing genetic resources in a variety of crops. The teeth of the comb

.

7 Plant genetic resources and genomics: mainstreaming agricultural research through genomics
[http:[[www.planttreaty.org[sites[defau|t[fi|es[iTPGRFABS005e.gclf]

«

5 DivSeel< Charter [https:[[www.dropbox.comlsga'[9gcsa89gvyvel1[DivSeek%2OCharter.pdf?dl=OI
-2-



             
             

              
             

              
            

            
        

      

             
        

           
            

           
 

             
              
         
     

             
           

              
         

           
            
         

            
           

       

  

           
             

represent individual projects characterizinggenetic resources of different crops. The back of the
comb represents Divseek acting as cross-crop platform thatconnects individual projects in areas

of shared interests and common challenges and enabiesthem to leverage each others strengths
to move forward in a synchronous and coordinated way (Figure 2, left half);
An alternative image to visualize the 'DivSeek approach’ would be that of a multi-colored
umbrelia, which unfoids its diversity of colors (individual crop—specific projects) through the
synchronous movement of its frame pieces (common DivSeei< activities) that support and
expand its colorful canopy (Figure 2, right half).

  
Figure 2: Divseek in two images.

Other key elements of the Divseek initiative, discussed on several occasions during past
meetings and outiineci in the Divseek Charter, include:

o A community-drivenspirit based on voluntary cooperation: The Divseek community
has come togetheras a result of research—cornrnunity members interested in plant
genetic resources (PG R) seeking to synchronize and mutuaily leverage their research
agendas.

o The science-driven agenda on which Divseek is based: DivSeek aims to accelerate
innovation in the way genetic resources are utilizedby Einking a growing body of
genotypic, phenotypicand eco-geographiccharacterizationdata to physical germplasm
accessions and associated passport data.

0 A modular approach to informationmanagement: DivSeek advocates the use of data
standards to enable information integration and interoperabilityamong data sets and
repositories. This includes the use of unique germplasm identifiers to link Divseek data
to a global informationsystem for plant genetic resources.

0 A common ‘rights management’ frameworkfor sharing PGR-associated data: DivSeek
will work on a broadly acceptableframeworkthatstimulates appropriate sharing and
use of PGR characterization/evaluationdata in an open-data framework.

o The importance of capacity~buildingefforts: Divseek aims to offer cross—crop learning
and capacity—deveiopmentopportunities to provide broad access to enabiingtoois and
platforms for the analysis of genetic resources.

Intended impacts
Based on the Divseek Mission statement, demand-driven agricultural research, and crop
improvement in particular, are the principal targets and beneficiariesof Divseek. Divseek wit!

.3.



              
        

           
            
 

          
            

            
  

    

   

              
              

               
           

               
        

            
               

                
         

         
            

             
          

               
               

           
              

                

             
            

         
           

         

           
                     

           
    

advocate for a broadening of the genetic base availabieto breeding programs, thus diversifying
their options for responding to the challenges ahead.

DivSeei< wiil also feed into fundamental discovery-driven piant research, thus stimulating
discoveries that wiil create spillover effects into crop improvement and sustainabie crop
production.
importantly, DivSeek will enable genebanks to fundamentally transform themselves into
research centers that proactively investigate the genetic potential of their holdings. This
transformation is expected to amplify impacts in both the demand and discovery—driven
research domains.

Summary of 2015 events

Divseek Assembly (January)
The first Divseek Partners’ Assembly in January discussed and adopted a Charter for Divseek
and appointed Susan Mccouch as the Assembly's Chairperson? To this date, the Charter has
been endorsed by 57 of the 69 organizations that originally voiced their interest in joining
DivSeek.1° Twelve organizations based in Australia, Colombia, Cote d’|voire, France, Indonesia,
Italy, Kenya, New Caiedonia, Thailandand the UK, who previously had expressed their interest in
joining Divseek, have not (yet) endorsed the Charter.

Several ongoing efforts to systematicallymine genetic resources were presented, including the
Seecis of Discovery project on maize and wheat genetic resources at CiMMYT, the 3,000 Rice
Genomes Project at ERRI, the BRIDGE project on barley at |Pi< and the 3,000 Chickpea Genomes

project and related efforts on other crops at ICRISAT.

A second series of presentations covered information-management—re!ated topics. These
included the Pianteome ontology piatform lead by Oregon State University, the Germinate
repository for genetic, phenotypic and environmentai data at the James Hutton Institute, the
high-performance cyber—infrastructure at iPiant, the GOBil initiative on deploying high~density
markerdata in crop improvement led by Cornell University, and the ELIXIR genomics platform at
EMBL—EBl. It would appear that each of these piatforms has unique features that could cover

certain aspects of information-managementrequirements of Divseek participants working on a

variety of crops. The challenge may be to achieve interoperabilityamong these platforms, so

thattheycan be combinedand act as ‘buildingblocks‘ in support of individual Divseek projects.
Researchers from Arizona State University (ASU) presented a project proposal that seeks to

explore governance options for DivSeek by documenting lessons iearned by other research
initiatives deaiing with genetics and genetic resources. Presentations outlining national-
genebanks’, the CGIAR’s, and funder organizations’ perspectives on Divseek compiemented the
overall picture andoutiined priorities and areas of opportunity.

9 Report on thegovernancesession of the 2015 Divseek Assembly
htt s: www.dro bo><.com s k32130b 5tx067 DivSeek%20Assemb| %20re ort%20-
%20governance%20session.pdf?di=0 ’

1° DivSeei< Charterlhtt s: www.dro box.com s a'9 csa89 V veh DivSeek%2OCharter. df?dl=0]
_4_



             
             

             
            

               
            

  

         

               
                

              
             

               
            

            
             

       

                  
           

             
                

                
              

             
            
               

             
    

      

           

          
                 

                  
                   

                        
                       

     
                      

The feedback received to a survey distributed during the Assembly validated the overarching
importance of information management for the majority of respondents. Fifty percent of all
answers were related to data standards, data repositories, data-analysistools, or assistance with
data management. Topics related to community building & networking (19%) and research
strategies (15%) were also mentioned frequently. The remaining 16% of answers had to do with
PGR rights management, funding for individual projects, datasets for individual crops and
capacity building.” A

Expert Consultation on the Global Information System ((30615;January)
in the context of the ongoing COGIS process coordinated by the International Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture, a meeting was held during which a vision paper on

a Global Information System for PGRFA was presented“ and the use of Permanent Unique
identifiers (PUID) for trackinggermplasm was discussed.” A task force subsequently concluded
that Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) were the preferable system to track PGRFA and their basic
passport data.“ interestingly and importantly, the same DOI system has already been
implemented by the Global Biodiversity information Facilityto track biodiversity datasets. Also,
the 3,000 Rice Genomes Project already uses DOI to identify primary data sets.’

_

Strengtheningof theJoint FacilitationUnit (January)
As of January 2015, the JFU had relied on the part—time engagement of four staff from the four
organizations participating in the JFU to implement Divseek (Hannes Dempewolf, Daniele
Manzella, Ruth Bastow, Wayne Powell). in anticipation of an acceleratingDivseek agenda during
2015, the Crop Trust hired Peter Wenzl, who previously led the Seeds of Discovery project at

CIMMYT, considered to be one of the 'blueprint projects’ for Divseek to replace Hannes as the
Crop Trust representative on the JFU. Peter is now working close-to full—time on Divseek
matters. The Secretariat of the International Treaty also strengthened its contribution to JFU
discussions with contributions from Francisco Lopez on matters related to the Global
Information System on PGRFA. Other staff from the four organizations may be called on to
contribute to Divseek activities on a case—by—case basis, particularly on matters such as

communication and fund raising.

Election of the Steering Committee (March)

“ Report on the technical session of the 2015 Divseek Assembly
htt 5: www.dro box.com s 8eebwobfuiv6w6' DivSeek%20Assembl %20re ort%20-

%20technica|%20session.Qdf?d|=0
1’ The Vision Paper for theGlobal InformationSystem on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture

[htt : www. lanttreat .or sites default files co is1w5. df]
13 First meeting of the expert consultation on the global informationsystem on plant genetic resources for food and

agriculture lhttg:[{www.9Ianttreaty.orglsitesfidefauit[fi|es[C0G|S1re.pdf]
1" Summary report of the task force on permanent global and unique identifiers for PG RFA in thecontext of theGlobal

informationSystem of Article 17
{httgs:[[www.dropbox.com[s[7grozllflyrggnxqPU I D%20tasi<%20force%20recommendations%20.pdf?dl=0)

._.5...



           
               

             
         

             
             

       

    

               
            
              

             
             

         

       

                
           

                  
     

              
             

             
          

    

              
             

            
            

   

              
           

               
            
            
          

       
                     

Foilowing the Assembiy,eight Steering Committee members were elected through electronic
voting out of a pool of 16 candidates nominated from and by the Divseek Member
Organizations. Members of the Steering Committee cover a broad spectrum of skiils, ranging
from genetic-resources & genebank management, genomics, bioinformatics, ontologies and
governance. Four of the nine Steering Committee members (including the Chair of the
Assembly) are women. it was noted that representatives from developing countries and plant
breeding professionals are underrepresented at thistime.

Genebanlts Options Paper (March-April)
Staff of the CGIAR Consortium Office and ‘the Crop Trust, and genebank managers from CGIAR
centers jointly drafted a document that outlines options for funding genebank operations
beyond the conclusion of the current Genebanks CRP. in addition to discussing funding options
for basic genebank operations, the paper contains a chapter that highlights opportunities for
mining genebanksusing ‘big data’—driven approaches. Chapter 5 refers to Divseek and highlights
the CGIAR centers’ genebanks’ prominent roie in the initiative.“

New Projects in the ‘Divseek Domain’ (March-Aprii)
It has been encouraging and exiting to see that new work on a variety-of DivSeek~reiated
objectives has already started with support from different organizations and research
communities. This may be a sign that the time is ripe for Divseek to gain traction. Examples of
new activities and projects inciude:

o A research project at ArizonaState University (ASU) to expiore governance options for
Dii/‘Seek based on iessons learned in similar initiatives, to be co-funded by the
internationalTreatyand the Crop Trust. We expect thatthis project will outline
empiricallyvalidated criteria associated with success of community-driven initiatives in
genetics and genetic resources.

0 A Benefit Sharing Fund-sponsored project to build and test a platform for aiiocating
PUID in rice, ied by the Indonesian Agency of Agricuiture Research and Development
(iAARD). The PUID and the appiication~programrning interface (API) to be developed are

designed to enable linkages betweenriceDivseek data and the multi—|ateral system of
the internationalTreaty..

0 The Crop Wiid Relatives Project is developingsoftware and data visualization tools and
"populating the Germinate data repository, developed by the James Hutton Institute
(ml), with new genotypic and phenotypicdata related to the use of wild relatives of
sunflowerand rice improvement. The same platform has aiready been implemented by
CllViMYT’sSeeds of,Discovery project to disseminate maize and wheat data, and
previously has also been used for barley and potato data.

‘5 CGEAR genebanks options paper for FC13
[htt s: www.dro box.com 3 S7 sel 2b53z7b1 Genebanks%20o tions%20 a er. df?di=0]
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o Scott Jackson from the University of Georgia recentiy convened a global group of
researchers interested in soybeangenetic resources to elaborate a strategy for
soybeansas part of Divseek.

o Discussions with Roberto Papa from Universita Politecnica deile lViarche are being
initiated to link a recently funded ERA CAP project on common beans with Divseek. The
project includes thegenotyping of 10,000 giobally sourced accessions.

How will Divseek be Governed and Managed?
The guidelines for a community~driven DivSeek governance frameworkhave been spelled out in
the DivSeek Charter adopted at theAssembly in January 2015. The framework is composed of
three governing bodies“

9 The Partners’ Assembly (PA for short) is.the uitimate decision body and as such
determines the strategy of Divseek,

o The Steering Committee (SC for short) guides the implementationof the Divseek
strategy, and

o The Joint FacilitationUnit (JFU for short) serves both the PA and theSC. A draft
operational plan wiil be submitted to the SC and the PA to describe the day-to-day
functions of the JFU. ‘

Setting a strategic direction for Dix/Seek and guiding its impiementation(PA, SC)
The annual PA in its roie as a ’DivSeek parliament’ determines the strategic direction of Divseek.
It considers and approves work plans, budgets, resource-mobilizationpians and annual reports.
It also elects an AssemblyChairperson and the membersof the SC.

The SC comprises eight members and the Chair of the PA. it meets at_ least twice a year to
oversee and guide the implementation of the Divseek strategy. it advises the PA about the
strategic direction of Divseek activities and provides input and further deveiops draft work
pians, budgets, resource-mobilization plans and annual reports prepared by the JFU, and

.

endorses final versions of these documents. it also collects and reports to the PA information
about interactions among partners, and works with the JFU to prepare Divseek updates for the
constituencies and governing bodies of the four organizations contributing to the iFU.

implementingDivseek on a day—to—day basis (JFU)
The JFU operationaiizeswork plans and faciiitates their implementationon a day—to—day basis. it
develops drafts work plans, draft budgets, resource-mobilizationpians and annual reports for
consideration by the SC and the PA. It supports the definition of operational guideiines for
implementing Divseek; mobilizes resources for Divseek work plans; and administers the JFU
budget. It also organizes PA and SC meetings; deals with DivSeek membership requests and
recruitment; promotes iinkages to other initiatives of reievancefor Divseek; and assists the SC in
collecting information about interactionsamong partners.

1‘ DivSeek Charter {ntt s: www.dro box.com s a'9 csa89 v veh DivSeek%2OCharter. df]
.. 7 ..

 



Four organizations with global reach and complementary constituencies contribute one

representative each to the ‘JFU to jointly implement Dlvseek: the Global Crop Diversity Trust
{Crop Trust}, the Global Plant Council (GPC}, the Secretariat of the international Treatyon Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (international Treaty), and the CGIAR Consortium
Ojffice (CGIAR-CO] [Figure 6}.

‘

Each of these four organizations contributes a wide range of expertise and technical knowledge
to the Dlvseek JFU, and examples of some ofthese are provided in thediagram below.
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Figure 3: A non—exhaustiveset of examples of how the Crop Trust, GPC, international
Treatyand CGEAR-C0 contribute to theJoint FacilitationUnit

Towards a Divseek Program of Work
One of thefirst tasks of the Steering Committee will be the development of a program of work.
To assist the SC, the JFU provide appropriate materials for elaborating a Program of Work, for
example the JFU will prepare a ‘menu’ of suggested areas of Divseek activities. initially this will
be based on the priorities identified by partners during the 2015 Assembly (outlined below),the
priorities will compared to the goals of existing projects of relevance for Divseek, which will be
identified in a preliminary landscaping study (brieflyoutlined below) in advance of the Steering
Committee meeting in May. This approach should allow us to suggest a portfolio of pilot
projects thatcould provide ‘building blocks’ for Divseek.

A second component of an initial Program of Work will deal with Divseek management and
other ‘housekeeping’ issues. This component builds upon the Divseek governance framework. it
will likely include activitiessuch as:

o Convening Partner Assemblyand Steering Committee meetings
in A communicationstrategy
0 Building linkages with other relevant initiatives
0 Refining operational guidelines for Divseek governance bodies, for example, based on

insights provided by the ASU research project



     

                
            

    
   

   
        
         
        

   
         

  
       

    
          

     
        
       
              

      
        

     
       
   
   
         

     
   

             
          

 
           

    
        

   
         
           

  

    

           

           

PriorityAreas Identified by Partners

The survey conducted as part of the 2015 Partners’ Assembly", as weii as recent insights from
discussions about implementing Divseek in seiected crop communities, point to the foliowing
priority areas of work:

0 lnformationmanagement
0 Data standards

- Permanent Unique Identifiers (PUED) for germplasm and datasets
- (lvietaldata standards for high-density molecuiar data (Gbs, SNP arrays)
- {lVieta)data standards for various types of phenotypic ciata

0 Software platforms
-— Data repositories and tools for distributing, processing and visualizing

validated datasets
.

- High-performancecomputation piatforms and repositories for storing
and processing primary data

- Data bases and toois for gatheringand managing primary data
0 Community buiiding 8: networking

0 inventory of research approaches and lessons iearned
0 Community~building:social networkof PGR researchers
0 Divseek as a neutral platform to broker germpiasm and data exchange among

organizationsworking on a particular crop
0 Joint advocacy efforts: pubiic awareness and fundraising

0 Research approaches & platforms
0 Accession—sampling strategies (inbred, outcrossing crops, etc.)
0 Genotyping platforms
0 Phenotyping methods
0 Targeting and quantifying intended impacts (crop improvement programs,

upstream research, genebank operations, etc.)
o Rights management

0 Measures to incentivizesharing of germ plasm for Divseek research for PGR

regulated under the internationalTreatyand the Convention on Biological
Diversity

0 A commoniyaccepted open-data rights frameworkfor sharing Divseek data
withinand across projects

0 The role of public-privatepartnerships in Divseek
o Capacity building

0 Training in data management,curation and analysis
0 Identification of other priority areas and targeted audiencesfor capacity

buildingefforts

Landscape of Ongoing Projects

‘7 Report on the technical session of the 2015 Divseek Assembly
htt s: www.dro box.com/s 8eebwobfeiv6w6‘ DivSeek%20Assemb| %20re ort%20—
%20technical%20session.Qdf?dl=Cl
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The JFU will conduct a preliminary landscaping study before the SC meeting in May. This study
will take into account and expand upon previous efforts to identify 'DivSeek'—like projects across

a variety of crops. We will attempt to identify a ’core collection’ of ongoing projects by
maximizing the ’diversity’ according to three sets of criteria that can be used to describe
individual projects:

an The importance of a particular crop for agriculture
0' Factors thatshape research approaches
a The regulatory frameworkis)applicable to a crop and its wild relatives

Each of these three categories contains 52.: bcategorles designed to broadly capture features of
relevance to categorize different crops for the purposes of Divseek (Figu re 4).
The second area the landscape study will focus on the information—managementdomain. Data
sta ndards, data repositories and high—performance computational environments for data
processing may be thethree principal areas to investigate. 

Figure 4: Possibieset of criteria for choosing a subset of DivSeek—|ike projects across a varietyof crops.
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Bretting, Peter -

From: — on behalfof Susan McCou<:h <srm4@corne||.edu>
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2015 11:58 AM
To: Andreas Graner (IPK); David Marshall; ElizabethAmaud (Bioversity); Emily Marden (UBC);

Bretting, Peter; Rajeev Varshney (ICRISAT 8: GCP); Ruaraidh Sackviiie Hamilton (IRRI);
Sarah Ayling (TGAQ; Susan Mccouch

Co Peter Wenzl; Daniele Manzeila; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR CO); Susan McC0uch
Subject: Introduction to DivSeek document

Dear DivSeek Steering Committee members,

Several of you have asked about the status of the ‘Introduction to DivSeek' document discussed during our

phone meeting on 28 April,and whetheryou are free to share it with interested parties.

At this time, thatdocument should be considered a draft. We are interested in your comments and feedbackso

we can make changes accordingly. Until the document is finalized,we ask thatyou please do n_ot circulate it.

We look forward to hearing from you about any changes you feel would improve it. The most helpful Way to
do thiswould be tp send the document around to SC and JFU members(cc‘d above), with tracked changes, or

tracked comments indicating specific edits, additions or requests for furtherclarification.Once we receive your
comments, I willworkwiththe JFU to integrate them and we will thenbring the document back around for
discussion during the in—person SC meeting on May 28 in Rome.

Once the document is finalized,our plan is to make it public over the Diviseek website.
In general, when DivSeek documents are first brought up for discussion in the SC, please treat them as drafts.
Once these documents have been vetted through the SC and JFU, and your input has been integrated, my
recommendationwould be to make them public via. the DivSeek website.

Using theDivSeek website to release DivSeek documents to thepublic will ensure thatwe have only one

version of a document circulating, and that further comments and discussion surrounding that document can be
dealt with through informationchannels established based on the governance structure and principles of
DiVSeel<.

Please let me know ifyou agree withthisrecommendation. We are currently workingto update and restructure
the DivSeek website to improve navigabilityand make it easier for users to find information.

The SC willhave a chance to review theupdated web-site at our May 28 meeting in Rome, and your input will
be essential as we endeavor to share informationwithour stakeholders and other interested parties.

Best regards,
Susan

Susan McCouch
Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics
Cornell University
i62 Emerson Hall



Ithaca,NY 14853-1901
Phone: -+1 607—255-0420
Fax: +1 607-255-6683

,

Email:s1m4(ri_),corne1l.e.duor mccouch ( co1'nell.edu
Alternate T



Bretting, Peter

From: Peter Wenzl <peter,wenz|@divseek.org>
Sent: Thursday, May 07, 2015 5:07 AM
To: Andreas Graner; David Marshall; ElizabethArnaud (Bioversity-France);Emily Marcien;

Bretting, Peter; Rajeev Varshney (ICRISAT~IN); Ruaraidh SackvilleHamilton (IRRIJ: Sarah
Ayling; Susan Mccouch '

Cc: Daniele Manzella; Peter Wenzl; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR Consortium)
Subject: Your bios
Attachments: Bios of SC mernbersdocx

Dear Steering Committee members,

As previously mentionedby Susan, we ‘re in theprocess of updating the Divseek website to reflect recent

developments such as the election and upcoming meeting of the Steering Committee.

We're planning to add a page with a list of Steering Committee members and —provided you agree» would like to
include links to your bios and photos. Our communications team has slightly edited your bios to bring them to a

more similar format (see attachment).

Please let us know by next Monday (1 1 May), in case you prefer your bio or photo not be put online, or ifyou‘d
like to modify your bio.

Many thanks,

Peter,

on behalfof theJoint FacilitationUnit

Peter Wenz!
Divseek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz der Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
Meme:j
www.eroptrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever



  

  

        

    

            

       

       

          

         

           

         

       

          

           

           

         

           

       

           

           

      

ElizabethArnaud

Bioversity International

E
Norwich Parc Scientifique Agropolis li,199OBoulevard de la

Lironde, 34397 Montpellier, France. 
Elizabeth holds a IV|Sc in Biologyand a Master in Scientific data

management techniques and communication. When she joined
Bioversity, ELizabeth coordinated the Musa Germplasm Information

System (MGIS) and then the CGIAR System-wide Information System on A

Genetic Resources (SINGER), and the development of the Bioversity
geospatial database for collected crop samples. Since 2008, she has led

the Crop Ontology project of the Generation Challenge Program,
developed withCGIAR Research Centers and partners.

The Crop Ontology project is contributing to the Integrated Breeding
Platform (IBP) and a new NSF—funded project called Pianteome, led by
Oregon State University, which aims to develop a set of reference

ontoiogies for plants. Elizabeth is co—Principal Investigator of the
Planteorne project. She was the chair of the 2009 conference on

Biodiversity informatics Standards (TDWG) in Montpellier, France.

Eiizabeth is the head of BEoversity's delegation in the Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (GBIF) Governing Body. Since 2012,‘ she is also a

memberof the GBIF ScientificCommittee.



  

      

       

           

         

         

        

          

       

             

        

          

           

       

            

          

         

        

        

           

             

          

Sarah Ayling
The Genome Analysis Centre (TGAC), UK

Norwich Research Park, Norwich, NR4 7UH, UK 
Sarah leads the Crop Genomics and Diversity group at The Genome

Analysis Centre (TGAC), which supports crop improvement through the

application of genomics approaches. The group works on genome

assembiy, annotation, identification of variants and development of

genomics tools and resources. Current species of interest include wheat,
barley, rice, brassicas, pea, yam and forages.

Prior to joining TGAC in 2011, Sarah spent two years at the Centro

International de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT), Colombia, where she
worked as a bioinformatician supporting the bean, cassava, rice and

tropical forage programs. She also worked on the development of a

laboratory information ‘management system (LIMS). From 2008-2009
Sarah worked on the domestication of einl<orn wheat at the University of

Manchester, UK. And from 2005-2007, as a software developer within

the Ensembl project, she managed and developed the automated
genome annotation pipelines. Sarah completed her bioinformaticsPhD
in 2006 studying phylogeneticnetworkapproaches and visualization.

Sarah has a keen interest in making genebank materials moreaccessible
to the community and produced a technical report on the feasibilityof '

sequencing collections for the Global Crop Diversity Trust in 2012.



  

    

    

       

     

          

         

          

         

       

          

          

         

          

       

     

           

          

            

         

         

        

    

 Peter Bretting
US Department of Agricu|ture—Agricultural

Research Service (USDA—ARS),USA

Nlailstop 5139, 5601 Sunnyside Avenue, Beltsville, MD

20705-5139, United States of America

Since 1998, Peter Bretting has been the USDA——ARS Senior National

Program Leader for Plant Germplasm and Genomes. He provides
expertise in the form of co—|eadership, coordination, and direction of
USDA»-ARS's national program of crop genetic resources (US National
Plant Germpiasm System), genomics, genetics, bioinformatics, and

breeding research conducted at more than 50 locations nationaliy,with

an annual budget of approximately $165 million. Concurrently, he also

provides expertise -as co—Principa| Investigator for the Global Crop
Diversity Trust, Bioversity International, and a USDA-ARS joint project to

develop GRIN—Globai as an international standard information

managementtool for plant genebanks.
A

Prior to that, Peter was Research Leader and Coordinator at the USDA-—

ARS’s genebank at Ames, IA, US, and Co|laborator~Associate Professor of

Agronomy and Botany, Iowa State University, US, where he led one of
the largest genebanks of the USDA—ARS National Piant Germpiasm
System (50,000+ accessions), conducted research on crop genetics and

genetioresource management, and taught a graduate—leve| course on

‘Plant Genetic Resource Management’.



  

        

   

       

           

           

           

          

           

        

            

         

       

           

         

             

          

        

          

       

          

          

         

      

Andreas Graner

Leibniz Institute of Plant Genetics and _Crop Plant

Research (IPK), Germany
Corrensstr. 3, D-06466Seeland OT Gatersieben, Germany 

Andreas Graner has a PhD in Plant Genetics from the Technical
University of Munich, Germany. He has been the Managing Director of
IPK since 2007. Prior to that, he chaired the International Barley’
Sequencing consortium, and was a ScientificAdvisory Board Memberfor
the Biodiversity and Genetic Resources unit at the Federai Ministry for
Food and Agriculture (2006-2008). Among his other professional
experiences, Andreas was Head of the Federal ex situ Genebank at IPK

Gatersleben, Germany (1999), and Professor for Plant Genetic Resources

_

at the University of Halle, Germany (1999).

As a molecular geneticist, Andreas has ' been involved in the

development of genomics resources and deployment of molecular tools
for crop genetics and breeding for over 30 years. Currently, he is actively
involved in the establishment of Biodiversity Informatics at the |PI<,
which invoives the convergence of ciassical genebank documentation
with Bioinformatics and includes the development of software tools for
the analysis and visualization of PGR-related data.

Andreas is convinced Divseek will help build an infrastructure to

systematically capture and store genomics and phenornics data, to be
converted into high-value information that will enable informed access

to PGR for research and breeding.



  

     

          

    

           

            

           

        

         

          

           

            

        

          

       

EmilyMarden

University of British Columbia,Canada

School of Law, Allard Hall, 1822 East Mall, Vancouver, British

ColumbiaV6‘? 121, Canada 
Emily Marden is a practicing attorney and Research Associate in the
School of Law at the University of British Columbia (UBC), Canada. Her

.

expertise is in governance related to genomics and agriculture. Emilyhas

extensive experience addressing issues of intellectual property (IP),
innovation policy and regulatory strategy in the biotechnology and

agricultural arenas for public sector, government and the private sector

stakeholders. In recent years, she has been working with the Rieseberg
laboratory at UBC to address the impact of regulatory, IP and sharing
mechanisms on research and innovation. Emily completed her

undergraduate degree in molecular biology has graduate degrees in the

History and Philosophyof Science, and Law.
A



  

    

     

          

         

              

            

         

         

          

          

         

         

        

           

          

           

David Marshall

James Hutton Institute, UK

invergowrie, Dundee, DD2 5DA, UK 
David Marshall has recently stepped down from leadership of the

Information and Computational Sciences Group at the James Hutton

Institute, U|<. With a first degree in Botany and a PhD in Plant Population
Genetics," his research career of over 30 years has focused on the

development and deployment of molecular markers in plant genetics
and breeding applications. His involvement with the international plant
genetic resources community began during his tenure in the Genetics

Department at the University of Birmingham, UK. His current research

interests are built on the new
'

opportunities for germplasm
characterization that have arisen from advances in sequencing and

genotyping technologies. His research ‘group has an international
reputation for the cleveiopmentof software tools that have enabled the

facile exploration of complex molecular datasets. He plays a significant
role in a numberof internationaladvisory boards and expert groups.



   

     

 

   

           

           

            

            

           

            

        

            

          

           

         

        

         

            

           

           

      

RuaraidhSackvilleHamilton,
International Rice Research institute (IRRI),

Philippines
Los Bafios, Phiiippines 

Ruaraidh Sackville Hamilton graduated in 1975 with a BA in Naturai

Sciences from the University of Cambridge, UK, majoring inlplant genetic
resources, plant breeding and plant ecology. In 1980 he was awarded a

PhD, aiso from the University of Cambridge, on genetic diversity in a

native forage legume species. Between 1980 and 2002 he worked mainly
in Colombia, Waies and Italy on many aspects of plant genetic resources

including plant breeding,.genetics, ecology, statistics and database

design. In 2002 he was appointed Head of the TI‘ Chang Genetic

Resources Centre (GRC) at the international Rice‘Research Institute in

the Philippines, in which capacity he is responsible for managing the

international rice genebank and the associated research on genetic
,

diversity and bioinformatics,including thelnternationalRice informatics

Consortium, one ofthe ‘teeth’ of the Divseek ‘comb’.

At IRRI, Ruaraidh has also taken a leading role in deveioping institutional

policies and protocols that ensure not only compliance with the Treaty
and but also a compiete and effective value chain from genebank
through breeder and farmer to consumer.



  

     

     

    

          

             

          

          

             

           

  

           

         

       

         

            

           

        

 

             

         

         

            

 

Rajeev Varshney
lnternationai Crop Research Institute for

Semi Arid Topics (ICRISAT), India

Patancheru, 502 324, India 
Rajeev Varshney is Research Program Director for Grain Legumes, and
Director of the Center of Excellence in Genomics (CEG) at iCR|SAT. He is

also Winthrop Research Professor at the University of Western Australia.
Previously,he served at the CGIAR Generation Challenge Program based
in Mexico as Theme Leader for six years; and worked at the Leibniz
Institute of Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK), Germany, for
five years.

Rajeev has a background in molecular genetics and possesses about 20

years of research experience in international agriculture. His primary
contributions include genome sequencing of pigeonpea, chickpea,
peanut, pearl milletysesame, mung bean and adzuki bean.

Rajeev has been a pioneer in the field of sequencing and re-sequencing
of crop genomes and has been advocating the use of next—generation
sequencing technologies to understand the genetic architecture of

germplasm.

Rajeev has a prolific pubiication record with an h—index of 51 and more

than 250 publications in leading journals of international reputes
including Nature and Nature Biotechnology, among others; ten edited
books; and special issues (as guest editor) for several journals to his
credit.



Bretting, Peter
.

'

From: Peter Wenzl <peter.wenz|@croptrust.org :5
Sent: . Friday, May 01, 2015 3:48 AM
To: Andreas Graner; David Marsha||;>ElizabethArnaud (Bioversity-France); Emily Marden;

Bretting, Peter; Rajeev Varshney (ICRISATJN); Ruaraidh SackvilleHamilton (IRRI); Sarah
Ayling; Susan Mccouch

Cc: Daniele Manzella; Peter Wenzl; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR Consortium)
Subject: Minutes for DivSeek SC conference call on April 27th
Attachinents: Minutes of SC conference call (27 April 201S}.pdf

Dear Steering Committee members,

Please find attached the minutes for our conference call earlier thisweek.

For those—who couldn't attend or would like to re-listen, you can download an audio recording of the call until
May Stir

Please doi1't hesitate to contact us in case you've any questions or would like us to clarify any particular aspects.

All the best,

Peter, on behalfof the Joint FacilitationUnit

Peter Wenzl
DivSeek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz der Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
Mobneaj
www.crogtrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever



 
Divseek Steering Committee conference call

27 Apr 2015

Present
0 Steering Committee

I Susan Mccouch (Chair)
I ElizabethArnaud
I Sarah Ayling
I Andreas Graner
I Emiiy lvlarden
I David Marshall
I Ruaraiclh SaclcvilleHamilton

0 Joint FacilitationUnit
I Ruth Bastow
I Daniele Manzella
I Peter Wenzi

Apologies
o Steering Committee

I Peter Bretting
I Rajeev Varshney

0 Joint FacilitationUnit
I Wayne Powell

Meeting minutes

' 23gg;1d_aitr3_m:introductionand welcome
o Susan welcomes Steering Committee (SC) membersand notes their

diverse range of expertise. She reminds the SC that DivSeek is still in its
early phases and wiil need continuous support and guidance from the SC
members to be successful. This initial gatheringof the SC is to help define
who we are and where we are going.



           
   

     
           

          
     

            
           

          
   

            
         

          
         

        
          

    
            

           
       

            
       

        
          

          
           

         
       

    
          

         
          

           
           

      
           

       
            
            

           
   

          
        

         

 

° Agenda item: Developmentssince thefirst Assembly:updates from Joint
FacilitationUnit members

o Daniele: InternationalTreatySecretariat
Circulated among attendees of theJanuary Assembly in San Diego
a meeting report, togetherwith the adopted Divseek Charter and
list of organization thatattended.
signatories of last year's expression of interest who did not attend
the Assemblywere aiso emailed the Charter and asked to endorse
it. Responses have been limited, and follow—up on a case—by-case
basis is required.

.

Before theAssembly in San Diego, the first Consuitation on the
Global informationSystem on Plant Genetic resources for Food
and Agriculture {COGlS), in accordance with Article 17 of the
lnternationaiTreatywas held. Amongst others, the topic of
‘permanent unique identifiers (PUED) was discussed. A subsequent
task force concluded that Digital Object identifiers (DOI) was the

option preferred by most.
_

Oneof the muiti—country funded projects of the 3” project cycle
of the Benefit Sharing Fund, led by the Indonesian Agency of
Agriculture Research and Development (IAARD) in close
collaborationwith IRRI, will use PUiD and develop an API to link
rice data sets within the Multilateral System.

0 Peter: on behalfof the CGlAR CO
A paper outlining future options for funding CGIAR genebank
operations after the conclusion ofthe current genebank CRP, has
been drafted by the CGIAR Consortium Office, the Crop Trust, and
genebank managers from centers. The paper concludes with a

chapter covering future developments thatreferences Divseek.
o Peter: Crop Trust -

V

The Crop Trust-coordinatedCrop Wild Relative Project will fund
the implementationof the Germinate data repository from the
James Hutton Institute (ml) for rice and sunflowerdata. The
platform has-previouslybeen used for barley and potato data at

JHl. it has also been implemented in C|MlVlYT’sSeeds of Discovery
project for maize and wheat data.
Peter attended a meeting by a small group representing the

global soybeangenetic-resourcecommunity,organized in Seattle
by Scott Jackson.The objective was to develop a joint action plan
for a DivSeei<-like project in the crop. Divseek was seen as an

option for could act as neutral broker for issues surrounding data
and germplasm exchange.
Roberto Papa from from Universita Politecnlca delle ivlarche in
Ancona (Italy) contacted DivSeek regarding a recent ERA-CAPS,
NSF funded project thatwill genotype 10,000 globallysourced



          
     

   
             

          
         

          
           

           
  

     
            

       
          

        
         

    
            

           
 

           
         

       
          

        
        

         
         

     
                

          
           

          
 

            
         

            
    

          
           

 
           

   

accessions of common bean. Roberto requested to discuss how to

associate this project with Divseek.
0 Ruth: GPC

Ruth updated the SC on a topic not covered in the introduction
paper provided for this meeting: an ERA~Net on a Coordinating
Action in Piant Sciences (ERA-CAPS) is bringing together funders
from across Europe, Canada, New Zealand and the US (NSF). ERA-
CAPS has formed a taskforce on data standards in piant molecular
sciences, which will produce a report of relevance for Divseek in

coming month(s).
o Additionaicomments and discussions

David: a numberof relevant projects funded by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation (BIVEGF) are workingtowards
commonalities in APIs for breeding related data. There will be
common ground between these efforts and DivSeel<, e.g.,
standards for passing informationsuch as molecuiar markers, trait
info and line data.
Susan: there is a global workinggroup on APIS, which DivSeei<
might consider interactingwith; the SC may wish to discuss this
further.

b

Peter: recently met with representatives of BMGF and discussed a

potential involvementof the Foundation in Divseek, given their
ongoing re-assessmentof funding priorities. The BlViGF~funded

_GOBIi project deals with high—density moiecular data and thus is

very relevant to DivSeek. Given previous investments in

agricultural data management (IBP, GOB|l), further investm'ents in
adapting GOBII tools towards a genebani< context, are uniikely
unless matching funding can be identified from elsewhere first.

Agendqitem: Governance—reIatedissues
0 Susan reminds the SC that the focus of Divseek is to promote the use of

genetic diversity for food and nutritional security and othereconomical
benefits.The SC needs to consider how Divseek via supporting, cross

inking and adding value to current activitiescan acceierate crop '

improvement.
0 The key principies of DivSeek as clearlyoutlined in the DivSeek

introduction paper distributed in advance to the meeting. Divseek
requires a form of internai governance thatenables it to foliow these
principies and function effectiveiy.

0 There are three components of the current governance structure:
The Partners‘ Assembly (PA) is the uitimate decision body of
DivSeei<;
The Steering Committee (SC), which guides the impiementation of '

the DivSeek strategy;



             
             

               
            

      
    

               
            

           
          

           
       

               
          

  
              

           
          

            
           
            

         
        

         
   

              
             
            
           

   
           

     
         

     
             

             
             

   
           

             
              

    
             

              

 

I The Joint FacilitationUnit (JFU) serves both the PA and the SC.
0 These 3 different structures need to work in synchrony with each other

to ensure DivSeek succeeds. The role of the SC is to advise and guide the
implementationof the strategy outlined by the PA, and to work ciosely
with the JFU to achievethis.

0 Comments & discussion:
I Emily: unclear ref. la) the role of the JFU in setting the agenda, (b)

where the initiatives come from and (c) how thisactuallyall works
from day to day. What is the balance between a member-driven
organization and the JFU thatdeals with the day~to-day issues?
Have these roles been determined or is this still somethingthat
we are planning to discuss and determine? '

I Susan: theSC is only just getting under way, and we can now work
towards achievinga balance among the three components of the
governance structure.

I Daniele: at the PA, concerns were raised over the role of the JFU.
The Charter helps to clarify someof these.The JFU facilitates
impiementationof a program of work and responds to the
instruction from the PA. in between PAs, the JFU responds to the
instructions of the SC. The JFU is currently drawing up an

operational plan thatwill be submitted to theSC at the May
meeting. This document will clarify how theJFU organizations
interact and function together (e.g. lines of communications,
responsibilities,etc.). The operational pian will be submitted to
the 2016 PA.

I Action point: the JFU to submit a draft operational plan to the SC
in advance of the meeting in May. This plan wiil describe the roies
of the four JFU organizations and outline how theJFU can operate
in an efficient and effective manner to respond to a rapidly
changing external environment.

I Elizabeth:What are the stages/timelinein the development of the
program of work (workplan)?

I Daniele: based on the feedbackcollected from Partner
organizations, the ”DivSeek — an introduction” document
presented in thisSC call and the advice received from the SC, the
JFU will develop a first draft programme of work for the SC to
discuss in May; a revised draft will be submitted to the PA for
consideration and approval

I Andreas: What is the intersection betweenthework pian and
financialsupport for the work plan? is the first step to define a

work plan, get this agreed by the PA and then use this to attract
funding or vice versa?

I Peter: The JFU wiil provide ideas on what the work plan could
contain based on the feedbackfrom the PA survey; but it is up to



             
             

          
             

          
          

        
         

 
         

         
              

       
          

            
            

     
         

           
           

         
             

         
         

        
         

         
           

         
         

        
           

            
     

         
            

           
     

          
          

 

       
             

 

the SC to determine the contents of the work plan thatwill be
submitted to the PA in 2016. The work pian couid be presented to
the PA with some suggestions about costs and funding priorities.

I Susan: A numberof projects thathave been discussed to date are

alreadyfunded. At present DivSeel< doesn't have funds to support
projects but instead can consider projects thatalready exist and
assess where coordination and interaction across projects {via
Divseek) would be beneficialto leverage information and add
value.

I Andreas: A numberof organizations/foundationsare interested in

funding DivSeel< e.g. Syngenta Foundation, Pioneer and BLE. How
will this be dealt with? is there a framework in place to allow this
happen? How would Divseek manage such opportunities?

I Peter: Divseek perhaps could consider the development of a

”landing path” for those thatwish to align themseivesand link up
with DivSeel<, to he abie to receive funds thatare targeted toward
the strategic goals of Divseek.

I Susan: DivSeeE< will need to manage expectations and
reiationships with the private sector. The SC needs to define how
private sector organizations can join as partners and what is the
role of the private sector and private sector funds.

I Action point: interactionwith, and role of the private sector to be
discussed at SC meeting in ii/lay.Daniele:The JFU is
communicatingwith private sector partners thatattended the PA.
The Charter foresees the development of operational guidelines
on private sector engagement. The ASU project on institutionai
and organizational factors for enabling data access exchange and
use aims for DivSeel< {which theTreatySecretariat ad the Crop
Trust have agreed to co-fund) will also provide recommendations
regarding private sector engagement, based on an analysis of
comparable experiences withinand outside the plant sector.

Regarding DivSeek’s program of work, it would be useful for the
SC to discuss whether to share the program of work (or sections
thereof)with industry for consultation.

I Dave: There's a spectrum between public and private
organizations (e.g. Palm Oil Board in Malaysia) 9 we need to lay
out a frameworkthatcaters for a multiplicity of partners aiong
the public to private spectrum

I Action point: Can SC members piease provide examples of
consortia or similarefforts thathave dealt with this public—pri\/ate
continuum?

0 Agenda item: Lookingforward: landscapingstudy
0 Ruth: Plan is to provide a small, preliminary landscaping study for May



        
          

         
        

   
          

  
          

          
  

           
          

    

         
          

           
          

     
    

       
  

        
     

         
    

       
        

           
   

        
           
             

          
         

  
            
         

        
          

    
         

   

 

meeting -> identify potentiai ‘buildingbioci<s’ for Divseek
3-D space spanned by three types of 'selection’ criteria:

importance of a crop for agriculture, factors shaping research
approaches, regulatory framework{see Figure 4 in the "Divseek —

an introduction” document)
V

Similar approach to define criteria for projects in the data-
managementdomain
Action point: Couid SC membersprovide feedbackref. suggested
‘seiection’ criteria and projects thatwouid cover a diversity of
factors displayed?
lvlove forward by prioritizingand focusing on efforts thatDivseek
(as a currentiy unfunded initiative) should build upon to offer
value to its members

° Agenda iter_n_: Lookingforward: draft program of work
0 Peter: Suggested approach is to identify relevant ongoing projects

through the landscaping study thatRuth has outlined, and intersect them
with priority areas identified by Divseek partners through the survey
distributed during theJanuary Assembly

0 Priority areas outiined:
Data/informationmanagement, including data standards and
software platforms

.

Comrnunity—bui|dingand networking (e.g. bringing togethercrop
communities to stimuiate data/gerrnplasmsharing)
Research approaches and technology piatforms used by different
groups for different crops

A

Rights management (data sharing, public—private partnerships)
Capacity-building:not prioritized in surveyjbut perhaps

worthwhileconsidering upfront, in the light of thegerrnpiasm vs.

technoiogy providers schism?

' Agenda item: Membership:draft letter of interest
Daniele: Severai organizations have contacted us via the DivSeek website
JFU has drafted a form that includes a numberof questions for
prospective partner organizations to answer -9 requests then to be
forwarded to SC in order to seiect relevant organizations
Comments:

0

0

Dave: Form should inciude a brief description of what DivSeei< is
Ruaraidh: Use ”desired" or ''anticipated’’ instead of "intended"
when talking about contributions by prospective DivSeek partners
Andreas: Ask prospective partners to state theircommitment to
activelycontribute to Divseek
Daniele: thiscommitment would actuailybe formalized by
endorsing the Charter



  

             
             

           
             

   
              

 
           

     
     
           
           

        
          

 

o Action point: Form to be finalized,based on comments thatthe SC
members are asked to send in writing before the meeting on 28 May.

° Agenda item: Preparationfor Steering Committee meeting on 28 May
0 invitation for dinner on 27 May; travel and hosting arrangements are in

course of completion
Action point: JFU to provide a draft meeting agenda in advance to the
meeting
Action point: JFU to provide the following background documents in

advance to the meeting, including:
I A preliminary landscaping study
I A document with elements for a draft program of work
I A documents with elements for a draft resource mobilizationplan

to accompanythe draft program of work, and
.

I A document outlining an operational plan for the JFU



Bretting, Peter

From: Peter Wenzl <peter.wenzl@creptrust.org>
Sent: Thursday,April 30, 2015 THE PM
T°= else
Cc: Scott Allen Jackson;Jones Jennifer; Abberton Michael (UTA); Cannon Steven [AG RON];

Joost Richard; Nelson, Randall — ARS; Okamuro. Jack; Ellmilé QIU Lijuan: 595%: Masao

Ishimoto; Akito Kaga; Bob Stupar; Ricardo Abdeinoor; Bretting, Peter;
marcelofernandesoliveira@embr;Cannon, Steven; Francois Belzile

Subject: Re: Follow Up: Glycinemeeting Seattle, April 15-17

4

Dear all,

Time's running and it's already two weeks since the meeting in Seattle! I wanted to thankyou -and Scott in
pa1ticula1'-for having invited me to your meeting. I really enjoyed it and there was a lot I leaned from your
presentations and the ensuing discussions.

If you don't mind, I would like to report back to the DivSeel< Steering Committee some of thekey take-away
points from the meeting, such as:

o Your plan to assemble a cross-genebanl:accession inventory
- Your approach to attempt to integrate existing data sets through a community-wiclccatalogue of GBS

sequence tags identified across a broad range of accessions
o The plan to genotype all existing core collections on a single platform to create a global picture of the

total diversity available,which could then be used to place individual accessions into a global context
- Your plans to explore opportunities of workingwithDivSeek in the area of software tools, databases,

and hosting large datasets.
- Your quest to at least achievedata-sharing for cases where germplasmsharing is difiicult.

In case there're any other important items I've missed here, which you would like me to report back to the
.

Steering Cornrnittee, please let me know.

Looking forward to a continuing relationship,

All thebest, Peter

Peter Wenzl
Dix/Seek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz der Vereinten Natlonen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
Mobile—
www.cro1gtrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever

1 duplicate emailtrail removed



Bretting, Peter

From: Peter Wenzl <peter.wenzl@divseek.org>

Sent:
. Tuesday, February 24, 2015 8:00 AM

To: info@divseel<.org .

Cc: Susan Mccouch; Ruth Bastow; Daniele Manzella; Powell, Wayne (CGIAR Consortium)
Subject: Report on the technical part of Divseek meeting in San Diego
Attachments: Divseek technical meeting - Anne><es.pclf; DivSeel< technical meeting — Summarypdf

Dear Divseek colleagues,

Please find attached a report on the technical part of the Divseek meeting in San Diego this January.

The first part of the report includes‘ a brief summary and a side—by—side comparison of the projects
and platforms presented by the speakers, to identify potential commonalitiesand complementarities
among ongoing efforts. -

'

The presentations themselves can be downtoaded as a zip file
herei 
The second part of the report analyses thedetailed written feedbackwe received from you via the
questionnaire thatwas distributed during the meeting._ ’

Your guidance in the ‘form of previous surveys and the feedbackto this questionnaire will provide a
basis upon which the incoming Steering Committee, with support from the Joint FaciiitationUnit, will
develop an initial program of work_for DivSeek.

You will receive an invitation to elect Steering Committee memberswithin the next several days.

Best wishes,

Peter
(on behalf of the Joint FacilitationUnit)

Peter Wenzl
DivSeel< Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz cler Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126 ‘

iiobiIe:“”*j““““j
www.crgptrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever



    
 

 

   

 

   
 

  

              

     

    
   

     
     

   
       

    
            

     
 

   

    
   

    

          

     

    
     

    
       
     

     
    

    
        

  
 

  
 

   
   

    

   
        

   
          

   
          

           
    

           
    

  
          
     

  

  
  

   

    

   
    
    
    

     

    
   

   
 

Summary of presentations give

AnnexA:

n at the Divseek meeting in San Diego (9 Jan 2015)
Table 1:‘Crop~facusedgermplasm-characterizationefiorts

Kevin Pixley RuaraidhSackville
Nils stein (WK) Rajeev Varshney Theo van Hintum

(CIMMYT) Hamilton (IRRI) ‘ (ICRISAT) (CGN)

Internationai Rice
ImprovementConsortium
(IRIC)

'

croptsl

ype of effort Research project Research project

Name of project or

program
Seeds of Discovery (SeeD)

Provide informationand tools
to accelerate rice breeding by
exploring & harnessing rice
diversity

Objectives

I1] Organize genotypic,
phenotypic,expression and
otherdata into information
system for global rice research
community; [2] Provide user-

friendlyaccess to data
througha single portal

Main areas of
activity -

activities (specific traits and
geographicareas)

Wayne Powell
(CGIAR C0)

Biodiversity Informaticsto
Close the Gap from Gene
Informationto Educated
Utilizationof Diversity Stored
in Genebanks (BRIDGE)

Multiple projects for different
crops

National genebank example CGIAR Consortium Office

Rice, banana, plantain, beans,
cassava, tropical forages,
maize, wheat, potato, sweet

potato, Andean roots 8:
tubers, grain legumes. bariey,
forage & range crops, trees,
clryland cereals, grain cereals,
cowpea, cassava, yam

.
Consortium of researchGenebank operations centers

Sorghum, chickpea, pigeon
pea, groundnut, pearl millet

Several research projects

Flagship project for Divseek &
blueprint for IPK genebank to
facilitateinformed utilization
of genetic resources and
improve conservation
management;follows outline

To develop genomic resources

for lCR|SAT's "orphan" crops
and characterizetheirgenetic
resources

[1] Catalogue diversity: [23

[11 Develop genomic
resources; I2] characterize
genetic diversity; E3]
phenotype traits targeted by
breeders; I4} perform GWAS

data warehouses for
dissemination via intuitive
user interfaces; [3] address
populatiomgeneticsand
domestication-related
scientificquestions



    
   

       
       

    
    

      
      

    
    

   
      

     
      

      
     

  
    

     
          

  
       

      
    

     
   

     
  

 
  

         
       

     
         

     
         

     
   

   
    

         
    

     
 

  
   

        
   

       
       
   

   
    
    

   
     
     

     
         

   
               

  
   

    
    

  
 

                
           

      

Example for chickpea: 300

4,500 available lines available accessions whole—genome
through gehebank; who|e- resequenced —> identified
genome re-sequencing data

_

4.7M SNP; established field-
. . .

for a rox. 3,000 urified based, high-throughput
Progress 8:. fnoe1E;:;uT;:;:r;:s°_fin:hT;1r:1tey:t'; linesfgharacterizaltiondata

_ _ _ _
phenotypingsystems

highlights Germinate as a'dat:
‘

g from genebank; not much includingfor roottraits;
otherphenotypicdata yet (no identified marker-trait
iarge-scale phenotypic
evaluation data); some

expression data resequencing of 3,000
accessions

entire maize and 1/3 of the
wheat collections at CIM MYT
completed; iCARDA‘swheat
collection to be genotyped in

repository; developing
‘bridginggermplasm' halfway
betweengenebanks and
breeding programs; capacity-
buildingundenivav

No funding for initiative; how
_

Managing large numbers of
to structure PPP; currently no accessions; underfunded;
issues with SMTA, but this genebanks lack knowledge of
may change in the context of genomics and bioinformatics;5 funding reduction in 2013;

SMTA is obstaclefor engaging
with private partners; some

partners hesitantto
contribute theirgenebank
materials to project

hybrid rice; inadequate
genomic references (data Fundingfor phenotyping genebanks into research
quality becomea function of communitywithout
thegenetic distance from informationflowingback and
single reference genome); adding value to genebanks
resources for big~data and most derived materials
platforms

.
getting lost

Genetic characterization:Core
collections (10) and min-core
collections (0.4) derived from
a total of 110,000 accessions

‘

of five species; reference sets

Genetic characterization: Genetic characterization:all v of 300 accessions/crop
subset of 3,000 accessions accessions (20,000) defined based on SSR using

the ‘‘composite'' collection
approach (GCP); starting with
subsets and moving towards
systematicgenetic
characterization

Pool of 30 seeds/accession Purified lines derived through Still under debate; pool of 50

_
(maize);single seed/accession SSD from genehank seeds per accession or singie

01' Eeneflc3“3|V5e5(wheat) accessions seed/accession

- f f
Data storage; germplasm one way '°W out 0

shafing

Geneticcharacterization:all
accessions (27,000 maize,
120,000 wheat); phenotypic
characterization:subsets of
arying size



    
   

       
       

  
   

   
    

      
  

  
   

      
     

   
    

    
 

  
     

   
  

    
     

              
  

          
     

      
   

  

    
        

   

   

     
  

   
   

    
   

 

 

 
   

   
  

  
     

           

              
   

              
            

   

        
   

ype of genetic
data generated

Kevin Pixley
(CIMMYT)

Genotyping by sequencing
(DArTseq & Corneil platforms)

ype of phenotypic
data generated

Population
development?

Large—scale field trials to
evaluate heat/drought
olerance, disease resistances,

and grain-quality traits

"Bridging germplasm"

. SMTA for exchanging
germplasmaccessions

Gerrninate as data repository;
workingwith, and testing

uitabilityfor managing
primary data

RuaraidhSackville
Hamilton (lRRl}

Whole-genome resequencing
with 10 millionSNP; SNP-chip
data l700K and 44K)

Limited phenotypic data to

this date; gene-expression
data

Genotyping by sequencing;
whole-genomeshotgun
sequencing on selected
accessions

Make existing legacy data

Rajeev Varshney
(ICRISAT) ’

Genetic characterization:
create reference genome
sequences alone or in
collaboration (pigeon pea,

whole-genomeresequencing
of subsets (e.g., chickpea);
genotyping by sequencing
(Cornell platform)
Field trials in Africanand
Indian locations; drought

application of field-based,
high-throughputtechniques

SMTA for exchanging
germpiasm accessions;
question: are SSD-derived

Oracledatabase as data
repository; Galaxy workbench
for analyzinggeneticdata;
discussions with iP|ant and
National University of
Singapore to identify other
already existing resources

Plans to implement
communitystandards

Link to lPK genebank
informationsystem; will
create data warehouse by
buildingon existing solution
where possible

Currently in-house; now

talkingto iP|a_nt

heo van Hintum Wayne Powell

(CGIAR CO) 
Varous



    
   

       
       

  
   

    
    

    
    

    

  
    

   
   

       
        

                 
     

     
    

     
        

    
   

     
    

   
    

    
 

   
       
      

      

   
          

     
   

                      
           

    
         

    

           
             

 
      

   
      

       

          
      

     
 

How could Divseek

Kevin l’ixley
(ClM MYT)

CGIAR/CIMMYTopen-data
access policies; project
partners get 2-year period of
initial, preferential access to
data for publishing; ?FP to
access know-how & tools

Forum for discussing &
sharing experiences,
approaches, methods;
advocating best practicesfor
data management; assure

interoperabilitybetween
projects; facilitateaccess to
informaticstools; options to
host big data sets; contribute
to create pre~cornpe_titive
domain

RuaraidhSackville
Hamilton (IRRI)
Consortium; contributing
partners get early,
preferential access to data
and tools under development
by others (= incentive); others
get earlyaccess to

contributing partners’ data
and tools (= disincentive to

make everythingimmediately
publiclyavailable};most Sharing of genomic data as

public partners to contribute soon as possible and without
phenotypicdata; private strings attached
partners have to contribute
funds; compliantwith CGIAR
Intellectual Assets Principles
as much as possible; all
released data linked to

purified lines (available
through genebank) and will
eventuallybe made publically
available

Rajeev VarshneyNils Stein (lPK} (ICRISAT)

Data (allele calls} availableas

global public goods

IRIC = Divseek for rice (a
"tooth in the Divseek comb");
chance to secure funding for a

"mega project" to mine
genetic resources;

Platform to linkwith other
projects to adapt already
proven solutions particularly
for informationmanagement

Data analysis,storage 8:
hosting; assist with
germplasrn sharing issues

CGIAR intellectual Assets
Principles

Ensure thatgenebank
managers and genomics
specialists work togetherto
design studies and select

materléls; ensure that Genebanksare part of the
genomes data are linked back CGIAR3 core business and
to accessionsand add value to

. . .

genebank collections to better
should be involved in Divseek

Serve an types of future users;
0 get them to the next level

convincinguse cases and pilot
projects; intuitive interfaces
to genornics data; capacity
building;



    
   

       
       

   
     

       
       

       
    

     
           

    
      

           
     

     
           

   

     
           

       
 

     
   

  
  

Kevin Pixley RuaraidhSackviile
Nils Stein “PK, Rajeev Varshney Theo van Hintum Wayne Poweil

(CIMMYT) Hamilton {lRR|) UCRISAT} (CGN) (CGIAR CO)
he CGIAR genebanks are the

backboneof_the international
genebank system and hence
would provide a substantial
portion of theaccessions to
be characterized; Divseek

  
 

 

 

Rice = "Arabidopsiswith
meaning": model for Can contribute to Divseek
depioyinggenomic data in through lPK‘s experience with,

Sharing experiencewith
inbred and outcrossing crop in

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

Provision of genornicswready
materials (SSD and research
populations derived from
accessions; etc.)

 
 

  
  

 
 

 
 

can be done now in rice ->

learning to benefitother
Divseek projects

bioinforrnaticsand population
genomics



     

      
     

   
  

   
           

      
   

 
 

     
    

    
           

 
    

    

       
   

          
      

 

    
     

       
        

  
       

     
       

   

         
         

   
         

       
     

     
    

 
 

    
    

   
        
         

   
    

          
             

       
    

      

     
     

       
    

   
        

    
  

     
         

   
    

     

Name of project or

program

Type of effort

Obiectives

Main areas of
activity

Laurel Cooper [OSU] »

Planteome: Common Reference
Ontologies and Applicationsfor
Plant Biology
(www.planteorne.org)
Most data currently is from
maize, Arabidopsisand rice,
along with 20 otherspecies;
expanding towards all green
plant species, particularlycrops

International collaboration to

develop centralized platform

Provide centralized platform for
plant ontologies, annotated
molecular datasets, and
visualization 8; analysis tools for
integration in online plant
resources; co»develop metadata
standards

[1] Consolidate, expand and
maintain plant reference
ontologies; [2] develop
standards, workflowsand tools
for ontology development,
curation and annotation; [31
provide a portal for ontology-
annotated plant genomics data
and germplasm; [4] develop
semantic query, analysis,and
visualizationtools for curation
and community-based
annotation; [S] outreach and
training in tools and ontoiogies

Table 2: Informationmanagement-relatedefiorts

David Marshall (JHI)

Barley, maize, wheat, potato

Ongoing user-driven software-
developmenteffort

Provide a multi-crop data
repository/warehousefor
genotypic. phenotypic, pedigree
& climaticdata to characterize
germplasm

[1] Develop, expand &
implementthe data repository;
[2] develop and link accessory
data-query, visualizationand
analysis tools

10-year software-development
project

Design, develop and operate a

modular & extensible cyber-
infrastructure (services,
hardware, software) for
computational biology in all life
sciences [beyondplants) to

enable discovery, cloud
computing and data storage

[1] Enable safe Si secure data
storage and data-sharing; [2]
provide access to high-
performance applications; [3]
provide access to common

datasets

MatthewVaughn Susan Mccouch (Univ.
(TACC) Cornell)

Genomic and 0pen~source
Breeding Informatics Initiative
(GOB|ll

Rice, maize, wheat, sorghum,
chickpea

Sol"tware~developmentproject

Put in placesystems, databases,
tools and analyticalpipelines so

plant breeders can routinely
apply high density genomic
information in cultivar
development

[1] Build database -1- APJ for high-
density genotypic data; [2] link
genomic database to pedigree
database to interpret data in
breeders‘ terms (IBD,
haplotypes, etc): {3} develop
breeding schemes and pipelines
to incorporate genomic selection
in breeding programs; [4] build
capacities

Paul Kersey [EMBL—EBl)

ELIXIR

Providerof bioinformatics
services and databases for life
Sciences

Pan-European research
infrastructure for biological
informationwhich maintains
data beyond theduration of
projects



      
     

   
  

   

     
        

         
      

        
    

            
    

        
    

        
        

  

      
        

     
      

    
  

         

   
     

   
    

       

  
        

         
  

    

  
    

   
        

   
         

     
         

          
    

    
         

   
         

   
       

     
 

   

   

   
   

     

     

   

 
     

     
           

 
       

   

     
   

 

M h V h— Laurel Cooper (OSU} David Marsha||(JHl) (Tzgqew aug "
.

Progress 8:

highlights

Chaflenges
encountered

Controlled
vocabulary and
ontologies used?

Recently funded by NSF; grew
out ofthePlant Ontology and
the Gramene project; Plant
Ontology collaborates with more

than 50 projects and 1,200 terms

defined which are linked to 2.2M
data points for 23 species
(mainly maize, rice, Arabidopsis);
Gramene collaborates world
over with major plant
bioinformaticsresources

Integration and applicationof
species—neutral reference
vocabularies is challenging: (bur

annotated datasets and
education & trainingvhave
stakeholder to recognize that
oritologies enable comparison of
data acrossstudies or resources;
thewidespread adoption and
integration in major national and
international databases require
semi-automated (trained
curators) and automated
(machinelearning) curation
workflowsand extensive
outreach and education
Yes: PlantTraitOntology (T0),
Plant Stress Ontology (PS0) and
Plant Environment Ontology
(E0), in addition to Plant
Ontology (PO); will also include
relevant aspects of Gene
Ontoiogy (G0),Cell type (CL),
Chemical Entities (ChEBl},
Protein Ontology (PRO) and the
Phenotypic Qualities Ontology
(PATD)

Currently version 3 (multi-
language support; 20«fo|d
quicker data extraction due to
Java re-write); has
authenticationsystem, interface
for smartphones;accessory
software includes tools to

visualize genetic diversity (SD
PCA/PCO plots), graphical
genotypes, pedigrees, and
Comparative maps; graphical
genotypes integrated with
phenotyplcdata and linked to 3D
diversity Visualizer

Data-quality issues not always
fully recognized by users; missing
Gbs data; integration of data
from multiple sources and
platforms;scalabilityof data
storage and analysis approaches;
establishing equivalence of lines,
loci, phenotypes, etc.

1/3rd of fundingeach dedicated
to training, outreach and
support; currently 1 petabyte of
user data; access to services
provided throughAPI in a

manner thatsupports the
concept of federation; SoyKB:
comprehensive
genomics/moiecularbreeding
web resource; genomic variation
of 1,000 lines; partnerships with
DOE, BBSRC, USDA

Community-dependent

Susan Mccouch (Univ.
Cornell)

Just starting

Paul Kersey (EMBL-EB!)

Included thewheat IWGSC
genome survey sequence in
Ensembl (EMBL-EBl‘s genomim-
data service}; identified
betweemsubgenomevariants;
implemented RESTful AF|sfor
automaticdata access

Polyploid genomes with
sequences not contained in the
reference; limited quality of
known functional information;
nonwstandard representation of
individuals, accessions and
phenotypes

reliance on controlled
vocabularies
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M tth V h S M C h (U '

.— LaurelCooper(OSU) David Marshall (ll-ll) (Tzcqew aug 11 c::::")c out mv
Paul Kersey (EMBL-EBI)

Type of
information
systems used

Governance &
data-sha ring

How could Divseek
add value to

project]program?

How could
_

project]program
contribute to
Divseek?

online portal with ontology
browser, visualizationtools and
APls; interacts with many
external systems; backend:
databases with ontology terms
and annotations

All data generated by project will
be publiclyavailableunder a

Creative Commons license based
on attribution; data provided by
collaborators may carry their
licenses

DivSeel< would contribute to the
developmentand adoption of
Planteome resources; we are

especially interested in the
annotation of geneticvariants,
theirphenotypicconsequences,
and source germplasm
phenotype and passport
metadata
Can contribute common

standards and descriptors,
starting with phase-1 studies;
contribute to deveioping data
analysisand mining tools and
approaches; interested in

exploringgenetic-diversity
domain, annotating phenomics
data; training, education and
outreach

Oniine portal with data Java-
based warehouse in the
backgroundand associated
analyticalsoftware tools

Authenticationsystem for
different ievels of access for
different user types

An online data repository for
dissemination of Divseek data

Oniine portal thatprovides
access to a high-performance
computing, data-storage and
data—sharing environment

Facilitatepublication of data
(links to D015, etc.}; hands-off

.

policy ref. IF, but encourage
open—data policy; free data
hosting in expectation thatdata
wiil be made publiclyavailable

Share Divseek data and software
tools with iPlant community;
include Divseek metadata
standards iPlant Data Commons;
engagementwith genebank
managers and breeders

Provide computational
environment8: support;
distribution mechanism for large
& complex data sets

Backend DNA-sequence
database linked, via API, to
analyticaltools thatare

pipelined to provide high-level
functions such as genomic
prediction, haplotype-tracking
and decision support functions

Provide a backend, "under the
hood" solution to storage of
high-density genotypic data
linked to a pedigree framework
thatfacilitatestrackingof IBD
blocks

DNA sequence databases

All data freelyavailablefor any
purpose; encouraging pre-
publication submission of data
and compliance withToronto
guidelines for early data release;
data generated have time-
limited monopolyforanalyzing
whole data sets; workingwith
funders to normalize data
sharing

Provide access to Divseek
diversity data and phenotypic
data linked to variants; maintain
sequences of core reference sets

(but not individual accessions);
possibly: manage variant data
for certain species & provide
computational frameworkfor
comparative genomics;
coordinate European efforts



     

             

    
   

 

        

               

       
        

      
                

        
       

    
                 

        
                  

       
              

            
       

         
       

        
       

                   

       
       

      
        

 

        
        

    

   
       
         

          

       
 

       

        
              

       
     

      

               

 
          

      
  

Table 3: Governance andfunding

Eric Welch & Selim Louafi (ASU) Steve Visscher (BBSRC) Cindy Bell (Genome Canada)

Name of project or
BBSRC Genome Canada

program
crop(5) - All crops are eligible for funding ‘

Type of éffort Analysis of existing efforts in the Divseek domain Fundingresearch Funding research

Objectives

M ain a reas of
activity

Progress 8:
highlights

Challenges
encountered

identify preferred options for (i) governance and
managementof Dlvseek, (ii) elements fora successful
governance frameworkfor Divseek, and (iii) exchange,
sharing and use mechanisms for pooled informational
resources, and operational guidelines/principles
[1] identify cases of existing projects; 12] analyze3-4
cases for in~deptl1 study through interviews, analysis of
materials. collection oftransactionalaccess, exchange

‘and contribution data, assessment of collaboration
outcomes and analysis ofsurvey results

Behavioral impediments to data 8: material access.
exchange and use

How could Divseek
add value to

project]program?

How couid
project/program
contribute to
Divseek?

Examine how other similarefforts have successfully
pooled material and informationfor knowledge
generation and innovation to inform Divseek about how
policies, rules, incentives, norms, preferences and
technologies affect behavior; identify key design
variables for Divseek governance; identify ways to deal
with competing objectives of partners through
organizationaldesign

Fund research and post graduate training sin bioscience

[1] Basic research in food security, agriculture and
biosciencefor health (including nutrition), amongst other
areas; [2] developmentof new ‘tools’ and national
capabilityresources; [3] support international
partnerships and cooperation
Wheat: contributed to global Wheat Initiativewith (i)
well-defined links among researchers. funders andthe
private sector, and (ii) expert workinggroups for key
areas, including genetic resources and phenotyping;
contributed to International WheatYie|d Partnership
(IWVP)

Too much work in silos in the past

A platform to form strategic, international partnerships
in food security, aligned with a general trend towards
‘bigscience‘; need for standards to enable
interoperabilityto create synergies and optimize
investments

Fundingselected areas or topics

Provide genomics solutions to sectors (includingagri-
food) thatare vital to Canada's economic future

Support discovery and applied research as well as

development of, and access to leading-edgetechnologies
in the followingareas: Agri-food, energy, environment,
fisheries 8: aquaculture, forestry, health and mining

Contribute to IWGSC through support of Curtis Poznial<'s
work; ongoing competition in agri-food sector which
could provide funding for projects feeding into Divseek

Provided support for initiatingactivities;support
DivSeek's principles; participate in DivSeek's governance;
funding of large-scale research projects thatsupport
DivSeek’s mission



  

              

       
         

       
                   

          
       

   
    

            

           
         

    

              

 
             

         

          
              

     
               

 

           

      
         

         
     

       
          

     

         

 
         

        
 

 
  

    
           

            

           
        

      

                 

informa-
tion

manage-
ment ‘

Commu-
nity &
net-

working

Annex B:

Categorization of feedbackreceived during the Divseek meeting in San Diego (9 Jan 2015)

Fitting
topics

mentioned
(% hits)‘

How can

Divseek
help you?
(% hits)‘

Three top
priorities for

Divseek?
(% hits)‘

Sum of three
questions '(°/o .

hits): Topics mentioned (in descending order of % hits) 1

Data standards & controlled vocabularies for raw data and analysis
' results includingspecEes—independent minimum standards (11.7); direct
' linkof data to accessions and germplasm inventories (2.2);meta-data
annotation for meta-analysesand date mining (1.3); workinggroup to
link data standards with other initiatives (0.9); data-quality annotation
(0.9); data-acquisitionprocedures (0.9)
Tools for data storage and dissemination (7.4); go«-to portal for crop
diversity data (0.4); sustainabilityand longevityof repositories for
analysis results (0.4); data repositories for small crops (0.4)
Enable interoperabilityof distributed data bases/repositoriesthrough
AP|s & web services (6.1); interoperabilitywith pre—breeding Si
germplasm enhancement efforts (0.4)

Hosting of data in centralized storage platform (2.2)

Subcategories

Data standards &
procedures

Distributed data
storage
Centralized data

storage
Data analysis,
presentation 8:.

' interpretation tools

V

.7

—
intuitive user interfaces for targeted user groups (1.7); analytical

1 7 2 6 5 2 pipelines (1.3); data visualization 8; interpretation (0.9); tools to
' ' ‘ integration information acrossspecies (0.9); co-analysis of geo-spatial 8:

genotypicdata (0.4)
. Data-managementsupport and best practices(12); hosting of data (2.2);

Cross-crop Collective thinkingand sharing of experiences & lessons
learned, including with other sectors (4.4); new connections &
collaborationswith experts and similarlyminded colleagues (2.6);
landscape of projects 8: expertise in key areas such as information
management(2.2);importance of minor crops and opportunity to benefit
from bigger ones (0.9); cross-species analyses (0.4); identificationof most
pressing common needs, particularly in thearea ofinformation-
management (0.4); participatory collaboration framework (0.4)

Synergies from
workingtogether

1 Percentages were calculated using thetotal numberof references to individual topics/ideas (229) as a denominator



       
         

       
                   

  
            

        

                

         
         

        
 

    
             

      
      

     
  

    
         

          

          
 

          

 
           

    

            

      
           

        
      

  
       

         

                   

            
 

           

         
          

        
  

  
 

   
    

         

      

 
   

    
           

          

Research
. strategies

Crop data
sets

Capacity-
building

Fitting
topics

mentioned
(% hits)‘ Subcategories

Opportunities from
joint action or

advocacy

Accession«sa'mp|ing
strategies

Genotyping &
sequencing methods

Phenotyping
methods

Intended impacts

Data & germplasm~
related rights 8:
sharing principles

/‘Access to funding

Data sets from crop-
specific projects
Tools and know-how
in new technologies

How can

you help
Divseek?
(% hits):

How can

Divseek
help you?
(% hits)‘

Three top
priorities for

Divseek?
(% hits)‘

Sum of three
questions (%

--hits)1

15.5

E

 
 
—

1.7

1.7

3.5

Topics mentioned (in descending order of% hits) 1

Increased visibilityof own projects, expertise, data or tools (3.1); links to
otherstakeholders, organizations, initiatives or consortia of relevance,
including on an internationalscale (breeders, informaticsconsortia, large
IT companies, crop—specific consortia) (3.1); DivSeek "endorsement“for
new projects (0.9); joint awareness raising and advocacy(0.9)
How to sample individual accessions for genotyping/sequencing(single
seeds, SSD, pools, etc.) and how to link back to original accessions (2.2);
large-scale phenotyplngstrategies (0.4); cross-institutional
characterization& evaluation of accessions (0.4)
Standardizationof genotyping/sequencingmethods (1.3);
Genotyping/sequencingmethodsfor small crops (0.9); Data quality of
genotyping/sequencingmethodsand potentiallyconfoundingeffects of
epigenetics (0.9); Use of multiple reference genome sequences (0.4)
Standards, methods& experimental design (1.3); HTP field-based
methods & environmental monitoring (1.3); HTP controlled-environment
methods& platforms (0.9)
Mobilizationof crop diversity for breeding (1.7); define and deliver a few
pilotexamples, includingfor a smallcrop (1.7); operational etficiencyof
genebanks (0.9); reduce duplication across genebanks (0.9); more

targeted access to germplasrn (0.4)
Data-sharingrules (2.2);germplasrn access/sharing(non-Annex-1crops,
exchange withnational genebanks,transfer of new materials to
international genebanks) (1.7); align 1P principles with other initiatives
(0.9); effect of internationaltreaties on germplasmaccess/exchange)
(0.4) '

~ -

Greater leveragethroughjoint fundraisingefforts (1.7); Divseek to

provide fundingfor crop-specific projects (0.9); Divseek adds value to
institutional investments (0.4); in-kind contribution to Divseek efforts
(0.4)

Data sets from crop-specific projects (3.1); digitalizationof valuable
paper records (0.4)

Trainingin (tools for) data analysis (1.3); targeted at developing countries
(0.9); training in new genotyping/phenotypingtechnologies(0.4)




